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One of the clearest signs of a revolutionary situation is when the reactionary denies it out of thin air – for if it was 

not, it would not be mentioning it in the first place. The fact that it does speaks for itself – as for any liar it does not 

really matter what it is saying but only what it is mentioning. In fact the most revolutionary situation can be 

recognised from the reactionary ruminating the revolutionary´s scepticism that it might merely be wishful thinking as 

an objection. If it was, why that? When this happens, a revolution is not only mandated but just around the corner. It 

is a sign that the reactionary has gone from reacting to re-enacting, or more precisely parroting. The reactionary 

masquerading as the revolutionary´s inner scepticism is the last straw of imperialism.

It is necessary at this point to clear a cultural misunderstanding. Democracy is not an ideal, but the misnomer of an 

evil, the totalitarian state. It is only desired by political illiterates – or more precisely, where it is being desired a 

closer look usually turns out what is actually desired is the all-or-nothing approach to human society incorporated in 

the Western alphabet and the Arab numbers, and the current cultural lobby thereof is not being understood as the 

totalitarian regression it is. After all, it ignores the majority of letters and of the only one it respects the only meaning 

is where it is. Some Eastern people embrace democracy precisely because they do not see that it is not the antidote to 

the scourge of graduated illiteracy caused by the use of incrementally grown alphabets, but the remainder thereof 

trying to defeat all-or-nothing-understandable ones from the inside, after the latter developed far enough that they 

cannot be meaningfully integrated into something bigger. The legislative verbosity curve is ahead the economic 

growth curve. So let us be clear: The only way to human freedom is the complete liquidation of the democratic state. 

In the Christian world, it was a matter of serious dispute for a considerable while whether the Earth is revolving 

around the Sun or the other way round; there were loads of war crimes over the issue. The ideological motive was a 

temptation to decry these who worship the Sun as apostates to what described itself as God´s representation on Earth, 

but of course it could not be backed up by astronomical reality. The Sun is not the measure of all things, but surely of 

all things earthly. But is the Earth the measure of all things human? And what is beyond the Sun? What finally 

defeated these putting their hierarchy above the Sun is precisely the same all-or-nothing philosophy that is still at 

stake. When people say that the Sun was rising, it is being said from inside the Platonic cave. The one-piece alphabet 

is not everything.

From this it becomes self-evident that the central ideological conflict of this interesting time, above all the ominous 

material ones, is not a clash of civilisations or war of religions but a confrontation or collision of all-or-nothing 

understanding and incremental interpretation. Of a star in the sky we either see all or nothing – with the only 

exception of the partial solar eclipse, and even that is not visible to the retina but only to the bare skin – yet the 

number thereof coming through may vary incrementally depending on local conditions. Hence, any system of symbols

built upon constellations of stars is meaningless other than as a subjective reference, as it constitutes nothing more 

than our interpretation of a particular perspective. Yet the star that may be useful for navigation is a matter of all-or-

nothing availability. A guiding signal worth the name as a matter of construction principle cannot be mutilated any 

other than being entirely stifled.

There are four victory spikes out there already, this one closes the circle. As the attention level is rising and puppet 

regimes are weaselling back and forth that their centrist blocs are running hot, only to appear maybe a bit less abusive 

than they really are, everyone should take time once in a while to sit on a veranda and watch the rain fall. Bad 

weather? It is the Sun that has lifted the water up there and keeps it in motion, and it is the Sun that comes back when 

the freshwater cycle is through. At a time in history when for every human that ever lived there is a contemporary 

walking the present, it is more important than ever to share the archetypal experiences they all had. ■
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Ten Beams

Number: One

Title: Stampede Resulted From Pyramid Scheme, Says Scientist

Date: Thursday Mar 31st, 2016

Name: Ras Ramsay

Content: The deadly stampede at Uzbekistan´s annual Uerobuy festival, the biggest religious event in the Asian 

country, resulted from a pyramid scheme in the organisation body, says Joschua Gewindeberg in an 

independent study by an internationalist association of researchers presented on the anti-government indymedia 

network. The incident had been cited by human rights organisations as a litmus test for the failure of the 

increasingly monopolised country´s constitution and justice system, as victims shied away from court 

appearances and the court appearance of a fireman requesting trauma compensation was declined with the 

argument that he was not a victim.

“Professor Gewindeberg, you say the Uzbek legal system is a corrupted mess and the respective government 

minister a spoiled brat?” – “When all victims shy away, it is a proof of trauma. And the mere idea of a judge 

failing to recognise such self-evident proof is the worst possible trauma for a first responder. So although the 

verdict cites truth – the fireman was not a direct victim of the stampede – it is missing the greater truth – 

the fireman´s faith in justice is being victimised by the ignorance of the court trampling the evidence. And that 

ignorance is an expression of the fact that the legal system there, in the eyes of the fireman, fails to spot a fire 

from the smoke. Gosh, he is right. As a judge, if you have a whistleblower, go after the fire not the whistle or 

else you may burn your fingers.”

“So what do you think has happened in the harbinger of the incident?” – “The social system of Uerobuy is 

very different from ours. It is being dominated by money and commercial spam as the event rose with the 

influence of capitalism and large amounts of foreign capital. Instead of Marshall Philby´s Black/Red Hearts 

Festival Band, at the centre of their awareness these people have a hierarchy of social organisers around which 

they gravitate. These posts are being assigned by election lists, causing the appointees to have competing 

hierarchies behind them to be able to get on top of the list. The resulting structure is a multi-dimensional 

pyramid scheme.”

“In our system, the festival band freely associates from these capable of it. It is not being elected, nor being 

equipped with executive powers, but it stays on top of everything that happens in the event. Of course there 

may be awareness groups with executive powers, but they have less insight than the band. These might find the

band relaying an imminent stampede alarm signal without warning. In their social system on the other hand, no 

band is allowed to grow above the pyramid scheme, any trying is being remade into something that does not, 

by efforts of executive power. If the elected candidates in the leadership are more concerned about the 

supremacy of their hierarchy than about the quality of comparative results, then they risk to get stuck on the 

illusion that these goals were not contradictory. Our executive powers are better because our bands are better.”

“Please back it up by science.” – “Sure. What the pyramid scheme lacks, and not only fails to compensate with

excess executive powers but ever more spoils for itself by that means, is the open source herd immunity of our 

band. The festival gravitates around the band, the less experienced and talented members of the band gravitate 

around the more of both ones, the feedback coming in through these concentric circles is being passed on quite 

differently than that which travels through the pyramid scheme. In our system, mental supremacy and executive
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power are separated, while band extension and band information intake are one, in theirs it is vice versa. I 

believe this is why ours is superior even though theirs might appear to be easier to set up with limited insight.”

“Open source herd immunity, as opposed to proprietary hierarchy, means that the free association of the 

collective around its best members shields them better against irritations than any executive power could; which

always is an irritation by itself as well when added to a situation. We would not have that if we were to elect 

and assign the members of the band by means of a democratic process. As the tune goes, everyone can play 

with the sound of the band, but not everyone can play with the band. No one needs to dance with the band, and 

the band needs to dance with no one.”

“In their social system, everyone must dance with the executive power. And here we have the cause of the 

deadly stampede. When the hierarchy fails to whatever aspect factored out, there is no herd immunity. In this 

respect, the pyramid scheme of hierarchy is like the children´s book story element of the pill that replaces food. 

It fails to meet the full purpose of its function. We found reports from Uerobuy that bands who said they 

disliked alcohol were served alcohol-reduced beer instead. They lost bands annoyed by such conduct who had 

no problem with being surrounded by alcoholics elsewhere if only their own status was recognised on an opt-in

instead of an opt-out basis. It already was a humanitarian catastrophe waiting to happen before the stampede. I 

am personally as certain as the existence of God that their social system is inferior to ours.”

“How did you achieve to set up Marshall Philby´s Black/Red Hearts Festival Band on the background of a 

logistically way inferior system?” – “If you need to draw a screw into a polished surface, it is necessary to 

pinch it first. Otherwise you may not be able to hit the exact point where you want it to be. If you work against 

resource-wise superior result-wise inferior power, you face a contradiction in terms of reality. You work against

something that does not make sense and can only be explained as a result of human, or more precisely 

inhumane, stupidity. Hierarchy, the social system of capitalist democracy, is such a case. What is its flaw? It 

ignores the bidirectional nature of causality. Hierarchy assumes that in its pyramid scheme upward and 

downward causality were fundamentally different as to the aspect that some downward causality could be 

plausibly denied.”

“Yet in reality that difference is merely a quantitative widening of the scope of possibilities, whose maths make 

up for that appearance within certain practical limits. Once you introduce plausible deniability, you have it in 

both directions, because even though hierarchy can compensate it only in one direction it cannot compensate its

consequences. Or more precisely, if it does it introduces additional causality. If their executive powers watch 

the waiting lines there as to avoid stampede, either the visibility of police cameras will change people´s 

behaviour creating more unknown risks, or their invisibility will corrupt their understanding of anything seen 

that is yet to be understood and create more risks unknown to them. The only escape from the plau-den-fall is 

to give up the unidirectional assumption. And with it the entire pyramid scheme that is the essence of their 

inferior social system.”

“So it is self-evident that in these conditions it is not possible to build such a band incrementally. In the attempt 

to do so, particular progress would only get lost stochastically or be degraded to a bargaining chip for the 

worship of a malassumption. It cannot be hammered in without either getting deformed or blasting it all away. 

Hence we decide to exert the pressure applied to the opening in such a way that the specific qualities of the 

material we are at are being harnessed to bolster our effort, and unlike a drill we do not remove anything. So I 

had to invent the MPBRHFB as an abstraction to be materialised out of one piece rather than by trial and error 

amidst my own embattled life. Very much like the CHRP, you know. It is an idea that many people with their 
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own ideas stronger than itself encircle from a distance, because if I were to declare a meeting point centre stage

to implement it it would be subject to meddling.”

“If you are like this then you can still come centre stage after the inferior social system has been replaced with 

the superior one, like me. Our tune is the tactic of supreme convergence transcending any frame-up. Our banner

are the words you have to take the leadership. Or song is more than the sum of the voices taking part. Our 

beauty is greater than the combined ugliness of all efforts to derail our way from inside. Our art is to play in a 

way that boils down our entrism absorption according to our tune. Our instruments are whatever revolutionary 

skill you master. When Al-Kyrie operations and Baba-Rosa plans bore you, welcome.”

“Once I started playing that way in a self-referential technique making the description of the plan my melody, I 

found others joining in for their own motivations. And here we are, the MPBRHFB, the name is a reference to 

the respected nuclear disarmament whistleblower, although he did not actually play any music instrument other 

than a good old emp-proof Johncage 433 neutraliser. Don´t get irritated that the timestamp always marks the 

entry of the recording not the overcoming of the noise; the 433 joins in before you notice it. What is the sound 

of a neutrino travelling through an one-less-than-it-all-dimensional universe?”

“I guess it would be what one needs to play in order to try to join in with the band?” – “That is a good start. I 

once came into a debate between a senior vegan activist and a newbie. They argued over the quality of the 

vegan lifestyle and one judgement stood against another. You should have seen the effect when I came in, 

understood and mentioned the transition burden. There is a physical price for climbing a mountain but it is 

limited. That was news to both.”

“Some people say species relocation is fruitless before renaturation, because free animals follow their nomad 

instinct to greener pastures. Some say fossil limitation is fruitless before currency cuts, because geological 

fracking is a symptom of insane speculation. Some say hemp decriminalisation is fruitless before communist 

revolution, because targeted advertising and genetic manipulation are emulations of destructive capitalism. Play

in your way, as we better silence the enemy as a whole before it might set us up against each other. Or if you 

would render it into the limited mindset and terminology of the people of the 20th century, we combine the 

abstract advantage of military rule with the concrete advantage of parliamentary rule. Well, as much as the 

inferior system of representative power can take it up with the free association of the free.”

“What happened?” – “The usual slippery slope threats. If you do that then we abuse your neighbour´s wife. If 

you continue this then we evict that squat over an empty formality. If you establish that then we torture your 

ailing relatives respectively evict their graves over empty formalities. I thought, if you attempt to intimidate me 

then I am going to discontinue you one way or another. They declared me their partner, then they declared me 

dead, then they declared me their partner again, and then they declared me dead again. And so forth. I do not 

hold back that it gets me bored. The idea of the Philby band is that we take stage only for the bonus track. Such

as another 20th century antimilitarist said in his praise of the fine art of bidirectional social composition.”

“This concept is created to successfully team up such a band in the middle of a slow motion stampede by 

executive powers, or to create a lasting song amidst the flames of war if you like. We need to do this because 

our enemy literally does not understand whether it wants a band in the first place. It is for it after it was against 

it, and vice versa, and if it is for it then only as a means to get us so fed up of the distortion that we would 

allow our stance to change, or vice versa. Like us our enemy does not know what it wants, and unlike us it does

not trust us. We trust that we will only know what we want without our enemy. The only thing that is obvious 
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from all directions is that our enemy does not want the band such as we like. And we do not want any meddling

of vested interests.”

“If you have gained slow-motion insight, please elaborate what has happened in the minutes before the Uerobuy

stampede.” – “When pedestrian traffic is jammed, the average time until a person loses temper depends on a 

variable number of variables. Hence the risk of too many people in close row losing temper at once is a 

function of time. The entire set of variables is too chaotic to calculate, but what we can do mathematically is 

associate certain risk thresholds with certain densities of pedestrian traffic both directly and indirectly through 

the likelihood of jamming. If it stays below a certain limit then the risk is near zero and increases sharply only 

when that limit is being approached or crossed. The mathematical setting is ideal for prevention and quite bad 

for anything else.”

“Another question. I was confronted from several directions with the theory that what happened in that tunnel 

immediately before panic erupted and the stampede broke out is that there was a dispute on the ´Protocols of 

the Elders of Zion.´ I must say it sounds unlikely but not unimaginable. Uerobuy organisers had repeatedly 

separated people getting mad at the other side´s ethnic folklore items. According to the logic of supply and 

demand, a festival coming under the motto of uniting people is not to be expected to draw a crowd that is 

already united. But it has a ring of war room propaganda apparently no one can shake off from it.”

“The story originates from another source than the aforementioned fireman, the rest is uncertain. Which brings 

us to the point of telling what that document is. A crystallisation trigger for wild guesses. An evidence of 

conspiracy. A forgery making the Soviet Revolution seem like a sacred redemption. A bureaucratic mockery of 

the Serial Prophecy Effect? Let me explain the latter. Generally religions believe that prophets were individuals

who historically existed. Some religions rely upon multiple prophets in a row. The effect is the same as with 

putting electric light on a Christmas tree. If one of these bulbs fails, the installation goes all dark.”

“If one of these prophets is a conspiracy of a group masquerading as an individual, that religion turns all 

bullshit. The scientific hypothesis is that Zionist religious scripture might contain such a book of ´protocols of 

the elders´ in the disguise of a prophet, that is a forgery. The scientific experiment is to play the pattern to 

check for resonance. The problem is if you were to name this or that one of their prophets as your suspect you 

would already be involving yourself with a rule of lies because if he is then he did not exist in the first place. 

The challenge is to figure out a reliable way to make the forgery directly recognisable without getting involved 

with its lies.”

“I like to start with clarifying what the meaning of did not exist is. It happened that there were no prophets for 

dozens of generations, and no forgeries as well. Did not exist means that the individual did not defeat the 

conspiracy but stirred up sufficient unrest for something having to be mentioned. So the conspiracy produced 

something to paper over the gap and the prophet became a refugee in the best case. It damaged the credibility 

of indirect accounts more than that of direct ones. The ´Protocols of the Elders´ claim to be a consequence of 

the Serial Prophecy Effect, but once it occurs it already has consequences for all further prophets as their focus 

becomes to compensate it, while the document mentioned first is not a prophecy but a group syncretism as 

well. In the worst case the non-existent prophet died in some stampede, and the officials shied away from 

mentioning it.”

“What do you say if you want to talk about a stampede without wanting to mention it? You will probably talk a

lot about organisational hierarchies and architecture description with an abundance of details of uncertain 
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relevance piled up as to illustrate that you cannot but be thoroughly inconclusive, as in a phoney grasp for an 

academic title. This is why I believe the p-document is being associated with stampedes, and everything else 

short of an open testimony of a direct witness is baseless guessing. What really matters is an approach that 

categorically excludes such incidents. If it had been our festival, the band would have picked up the theme 

when it occurred and the resulting stampede would have been defused as it mounted.”

“If victims were to put evidence on the table in order to challenge this assumption then we could pick it up and 

you would see whether as a whole this holds any water. What is new with our approach compared to the other 

ones is that it brings the preconditions necessary to discard the defunct working distinction between the inter-

subjective trampling of bodies and the inner stampede. Only because we have something above all executive 

groups that is not of an executive kind we can do this, otherwise unchecked executive power would become a 

stampede, hence it is to be guided with the inside/outside distinction. Or – a stampede in this sense is the loss 

of that guiding compass before the band is up to give orientation.”

“I will give you a practical example for the inner stampede to make clear the importance of this progress. As I 

began rolling it out, it became evident that we have to mark truth dosage risks. The danger of the inner 

stampede occurs when you learn precisely how you have erred for a long time. Until everything you had been 

juggling with has fallen back into place, any additional truth may be too much to be absorbed in the condition. I

believe this is why the p-document is being associated with the incident, although it remains a matter of vested 

interests. The risk is broader: Someone just changing their mind ought not be disturbed in principle, and if the 

external environment cannot provide for that then there is lethal risk of a sequence of shocks kicking into the 

compensation efforts of another.”

“Even without much of a chain reaction, high water mark series of isolated inner stampedes killing apparently 

innocent people of high profile may remind of the loss of species to neoliberalist stupidity and ignorance. The 

moment when the inner stampede turns into an all-out one can only be determined by an uncertainty principle. 

We can put out cornerstones derived from people density and disruption likelihood, but what happens inside 

that scope cannot be externally calculated. Chaos would be an inappropriate compliment for it, as the series of 

disruptions bringing it about comes in close order to achieve that effect.”

“We can however calculate precisely how their social system responds to the developing stampede situation. In 

short, it mistakes the effects of serial disruption for disloyalty. As the density increases, it exchanges ever more 

information about possible risks, resulting in the quality of that information being a much worse problem than 

its quantity. It has so many hot tips that it would run hot going through all of them. It paralyses itself in 

information overflow. You can derive that from how its elements mutually blame each other in the aftermath. 

In the worst case its cramps resonate with the disruption pattern.”

“What do you make of the international debate?” – “One could be tempted to argue that the stampede was an 

expression of an opinion encompassed by the freedom to do so. But that is wrong, because it significantly 

modifies that scope in a destructive way. The involved are getting into the way of each other´s freedom of 

expression. The worst are these who do it intentionally as to achieve or maintain hegemony. If the stampede 

was a matter of freedom of expression, not only would we be making erroneous assumptions as to what people 

like to express. What we are talking about is exactly the opposite of a fighting dance.”

“It is an accident resulting from mishandling of disruption. Misunderstandings use to occur long before 

accidents. Recently I had an encounter with a Muslim immigrant youth gang in a public transport bus. After I 
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allowed them to pass through toward empty seats before I had put down my bag they lost all respect although I 

could have been their father. I had to play the situation to giving the bus driver an hint of giving them a gesture 

with his administrative powers to make them understand that I had not bowed to them but to him in order to 

contribute to smooth operation. He did very well.”

“It is possible to picture a situation where a scream of someone finding their foot being stepped upon may cause

total panic. If we as the band just were to echo it then we would be part of the problem. If executive powers 

take it as a pretext to rush in because they regard it as an opportunity of privileged partnership then the band 

has to neutralise that impulse, and as you can see we do this not by mirroring it into false context but by 

producing a negative that sums it up to silence once it is being added. Of course we do it partly in advance by 

creating conditions which avoid the stepping on the foot at the border line of mutual trust in the first place. 

Never forget, we enter stage only after we have won. This is the point.”

“And win we will, because populations increase as the moral level of government decreases. A species that 

declines from the insight that it was a mistake to have left the oceans to trying to throw each other back into the

sea would have deserved to drown in climate-change-induced sea level rise triggering its suicide belt of toxic 

coastal factories. We are not that species. Have you got eyes to see, ears to understand, a mouth to speak out? It

may have been a mistake indeed, but with a bad fix as that this matters as little as a teacup in a tsunami. Even if

you like to go back to the sea this mess on land has to be cleared away first, or else you would be among those 

worst off from it. And if the atmosphere is your ocean just think about the climate outside.”

Gewindeberg closed with a reference to a report extensively passed around among non-governmental 

organisations seeking for insight in the situation of the remote and headline-dodging country. “It is true,” the 

professor said. According to the story, the Uzbek president when pinged with the news of a large scale incident 

at Uerobuy during a citizen awarding ceremony, slipped a batch of medals for his senior fire-fighters into the 

pockets of his clothing, went on with a performance that remained unspectacular, and only later handed them 

out during a routine inspection on the day of the court session. 

The same president is also said to have fired his nuclear security adviser by taking off the man´s ethnic hat with

a chalkboard pointer after an incident in which a hoard of monkeys invaded an uranium mine through a hole 

underneath a fence, security staff recruited among hunters from the region even with canine support failed to 

chase them down, and only a cleansing worker carrying out product testing brought the decisive tip for safari 

professionals merely available for a short stint which the president randomly picked from a business phone 

directory when the adviser failed. Indeed going with monkeys against monkeys bears no chance of success in 

human terms. Gewindeberg says the story expresses what the country´s leader thinks about his judges. But it 

also is an example how everyone can use everything as an instrument to try to play their way into this band.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Number: Two

Title: Around Africacommand Occupation Barracks, Greens in Electoral Tie-Up

Date: Saturday Apr 2nd, 2016

Name: Abdulla Al Mayer

Content: It is a symbol of democracy turning into bureaucracy on par with the (ballot sheet of the) Austrian 

reunification plebiscite of 1938 – but were it there the different sizes of the yes and no check boxes, is it here 

the billiard table question scheme: vote yes for the no campaign or no for the issue. The poll was about a 

provincial capital city centre reconstruction project a clear majority of the population had rejected already 

before the question was introduced. At the time, a separate verdict of a pensioned supreme court judge said the 

question scheme was unconstitutional as it left no daylight between the campaign and the issue – one could 

also be for the project but embrace the offered campaign as well as a kind of quality control measure, or against

both. That is now one election cycle in the past and misconstruction is under way with previous cost 

estimations repeatedly exceeded. 

What has changed is the political setting: The erosion of both conservative and liberal constituencies has 

rearranged the result ranking in favour of the Greens – who told their voters that conservative-liberal 

hegemony was the cause of the unfavourable outcome. Now that the tables have been turned by higher force 

one might expect a revaluation of the underachievement. The conservative side whose earlier pro-reconstruction

campaign had culminated in the loss of a demonstrator´s eye light – after police was drummed up on short 

notice for a large scale assault in revenge for another protester´s rejection of an invitation by national security 

officials – now is on the receiving end of the multi-party system competition. And the conservative negotiator 

recently made itself a laughing stock when it donated its Green counterpart a coalition birthday present it 

described as an ancient weather station, while the latter came to call it a Chinese puzzle of no more 

meteorological value than a pointed finger.

The province takes a significant share of the nation´s arms exports profits from massacres and other arms races,

joining forces with a federal tax break scheme connected to the installation of rooftop photovoltaic panels. An 

election cycle ago, the Greens being at the receiving end of the multi-party-system dominance had resulted in 

the liberals taking the interior ministry out of their hands. Now, according to everything that can be heard and 

read about it, pressured by compensation lawsuits for sexualised abuses committed by covert agents among 

anti-reconstruction demonstrators, the then failed Green candidate for the post has demanded negotiations to 

take place in the same room as before the multi-party ranking reshuffle.

That request has infuriated conservative party ideologists who see it as a mockery of Germany´s treatment of 

France in the two world wars. One of the agents concerned, when the province was still under conservative-

libertarian rule, had been involved in the intelligence failure that immediately preceded the brutal assault, say 

lawsuit organisers. But the issue is stalling within the federal court system. Family relatives say they 

experienced weird inter-services intimidation constructs, such as covert agents encouraging their loved ones to 

collect empty glass bottles for recycling only to have riot cops rush in a little later and declare the material an 

illegal fire bomb component cache. According to the bureaucratic programming of the multi-party system, 

established players tend to favour nothing-works-without-us tactics, while alternative ones are gravitating 

around the no-one-may-play-us-like-this idea.

In a neighbouring border province, where occupation airbases abuse scarce conservation reserves as a kind of 

Natural shield of a traffic hub reaching into American wars in Asia and Africa, the result is the other way 
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round. This means even with the Greens being the only established party that has not lost, the numerical 

necessity to increase the number of coalition members to obtain a majority sum makes them losers. Was the 

trade-off bargain between Greens and liberals there an election cycle ago that of two expendable bridges of 

large scale one was abstained from, the liberals are now keen to get libertarians in for the price of building the 

other expendable bridge as well instead of scrapping the military occupation airbases. Though the conservative 

side with its speculations on an American boost for its local hegemony has clearly lost, the Greens do not come

up as winners.

In an earlier vote trade-off bargain on the federal level, the Greens in the occupation-plagued provinces had 

partially approved the conservative refugee policy in exchange for a guarantee of freedom of movement, only 

to find the other side fail to stick to its word. It is noteworthy that this deal concerned South-Eastern European 

regions that had been turned into war theatres by means of said network of military installations. At the height 

of the Balkan wars, American assets in the Green leadership had bullied the party to abandon its traditional 

orientation towards nato exit and nuclear disarmament for a nationalist sharing tactic and official infiltration of 

the world peace movement, leading to a loss of its alternative aura and small donor base. On the eve of the 

recent provincial elections, the conservative national security lobby even forced a Green Party Elder in the 

national parliament to resign over a petty entrapment scandal. 

But the youngsters in the environmental movement have an entirely different focus than the multi-party tug-of-

war. The new trend is whoofing, the opposite of spearphishing – the fine art of masquerading as a whale as to 

see whether the rumour of a “Moby Dick” sighting makes some obsessed whalers show their handles. With 

sandpapered blades, the collected spear tips serve as trophies to be shown around in cyberspace as to prove the 

point that the Green party is a pond full of nasty creatures hunting each other. But in the muddy waters of 

neoliberalist ideology, whoofing is not an easy sport. It requires swift spam filters in your perception in order to

isolate spear-phombies as the ontological miscarriages they are before their presence can permeate your 

perception of the whole situation.

It takes a well-versed and equipped whoofer as to turn a sharp spear tip into the harmless handle of a phombie. 

One of the most impressive whoofing trophies on the shelf is the Greens´ law-enshrined homeowner binding 

program, which produced an attempt to build a whale home out of tax breaks, an idea that a senior architecture 

critic described as “akin to a wheel made of bricks. Rather than being built around the wish of a whale, it is 

being built around the wish for a whale, but it is not embedded into the wish for a whale such as a river in the 

forest or a family home in the neighbourhood. It appears thrown into the sand like a tax rebate in the mail, 

without any sign of respect of the wish of a whale.” (Sano Gralis, The Soul of Energy-Independent 

Architecture, 1986)

The tax break scheme has been whoofed with a digital emulation model of a grown-out albino whale devoid of 

any individual characteristics but carrying a ´SAVE THE CLIMATE´ banner which has already shown 

impressive examples of the great mammal shielding itself against sonar-guided harpoons in real time by taking 

advantage of resonance effects. By means of studying the whoofing code, everyone can grab the Greens at their

collective neck of conservative fiscal policy such like a mother cat does with its little ones when relocating 

them. The whoofers see themselves in the tradition of the local line of the Greens´ Founding Fathers who threw

paint-bags at Japanese diplomatic and economic architecture in order to protest against profit-ideology 

motivated abuse of whales by the country´s maritime fleet from a largely landlocked region.
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The tax break whoofing is so successful that public relations agencies involved with Green election campaigns 

have produced their kind of counter-whoof, “Captain-Ahab”-coined scarecrows meant to serve as honey pots to 

distract inexperienced audiences. Gralis is said to be permanently immune against homeowner binding tactics 

as he was conceived during a camping holiday, a narrative element triggering an almost abundant reservoir of 

vivid fantasies in counter-whoofers and whalers. Gralis said that he was not an enemy of Green homeowners 

but convinced that where the oldest tree of the valley was the one some guy who inherited an unsustainable 

glass manufacture from his great-grandfather planted in place of the dismantled melting pot, no part of an 

ecological movement ought to indulge in neoliberalism. Citing the example of a debate around an Italian olive 

farming community, he said the constructs would be disintegrated anyway on plagiarism charges.

It appears telling though that current Greens have not risen beyond disproportionate reciprocation to an actual 

fix of the contradiction pointed out. It is possible in principle to embed construction into what it expresses and 

chose to avoid the throw-a-way fallacy. Their efforts may be huge, but as they consistently fail to reach beyond

their particular tactic they fail to reach their targets, so Gralis. And last but not least, the popularity of whoofing

is simply a result of the party´s failure to restrain whaling. In the terrestrial multi-party-system reshuffle though 

ocean life is not an inter-party issue.

The central government´s efforts to line up non-governmental organisations behind itself as to lobby 

international corporations on evident environment issues have been shattered by the blowback of transgressions

of the kind of the Stuttgart water cannon incident. The Greens may not be certain how to enhance 

environmental efforts beyond the total abolition of whaling, but the American occupation has already responded

to the possibility of a loss of its bases in the two provinces with an increase thereof just behind the nearest 

national border, emphasising the necessity to return to the antimilitarist roots of the Rainbow Warrior crew.

Green youth organisations have in the aftermath of the elections kicked off a debate to cease the persecution of 

GMO by means of the penal code and amend a GMO taboo to the constitution instead. A spokesperson said, 

with police being entitled to perform checks for GMO suspicions, a shadow racket of paramilitaries would be 

co-enabled to use their privilege of risk-free treason for a hostile takeover of GMO trafficking, making any 

declaration of GMO-free territories unsubstantiated rumour. The scam-subsidised profit margin lures some 

narrow-minded entrepreneurs, while the most motivated GMO sniffer cops recruit from local community 

leaders, and paramilitaries are acting on more than one chain of command.

It said that a renegade trafficker from the Rhine Basin had reported through a leaking platform how his van was

approached on a parking lot with efforts to sell him laboratory equipment way below a ripe industry standard in

an attempt of secret agents to take over his business at the unspoken threat of getting uniformed police in like a 

plant seed carpet-bombed with bacterial cut-ups. The youth spokesperson said that the legal ban pompously 

enacted by its mother party was unhealthy at best and susceptible to paramilitaries to an extent where an 

according change of the federal constitution can no longer be called hands-off.

It added that there were many other instances of braindead bureaucracy gripping ecological movements, 

pointing at root collars for alley trees suffering thawing salt rather than reducing its proliferation. In the 

example the party leadership had argued the installation stopped the streets from bleeding into the groundwater,

only to find climate-change-strangled thawing salt manufacturers reply the same could be achieved cheaper by 

dispersing a chemical agent that were to keep the salt in the soil alongside streets. The speaker described this as

the phantom audacity of senior activists having betrayed their own unimpeachable roots as to climb up a toxic 

career ladder of vain haughtiness a little quicker.
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It called a so-called “culture of responsibility” in which players would do something irresponsible plus call 

everyone to responsibility – making the caricature of the thief calling to catch the thief appear as a possible 

inspiration – an ingredient that would produce a dangerous mixture when put together with the conservative 

“culture of leadership” which did rather toss out unresolvable tasks to idiots than leave unresolvable posts 

vacant. It stressed that the ideological propaganda painting the imperialist meddling and aggression against the 

Balkans as a dynastic inheritance fight there has turned a party climate stifled by the former into the latter. It 

added that the “baby boomer” generation ruling the party had adopted to(o) many bad habits from its imperialist

masters, and underlined the need for studying non-violent techniques to apply against infighting between drunk 

alpha players. It said it regretted that most of its predecessors were plain stupid, idiots, in the sense as people 

vacationing in an afar country but never pondering how comes that every soul there is of the same shape are.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Three

Title: Analyst Raps “Files On Wheels” Set-up

Date: Friday Apr 15th, 2016

Name: Wolf Institoris

Content: It is the information age variety of the boy that pulled the table cloth at the family meeting because it 

was too cowardly to turn the tables at the temple – only that the childish conduct behind the “John Doe” mask 

originates from these whose tables should have been turned long ago. Yes – it means mounting a serious 

people abuse charge to assert that a national government is behind the informational “meals on wheels” dropped

in front of the noses of commercial news journalists. It would mark a qualitative leap from the hitherto spoon-

feeding of disinformation to a policy of force-feeding abusing those employees as prisoners of unconventional 

war. Victims are being held hostage by the imagination that they were doing good while they in fact are tools 

of evil. Here´s the Abgar talk on the issue.

“Ladies and Gentlemen, please let me introduce this speech with the statement that we are talking today about a

by-product of unregulated interdisciplinary research. It happened when two scientists working overtime on their

projects met at a water cooker in the basement of Zimbabwe University by what is more likely to be pure 

coincidence than anything they ever requested from the military networks, and found an association between 

the ideas they were just on. More precisely, the historian found a distant similarity when he heard of the 

behavioural researcher´s current work, and then the latter figured that this must have been the prototype idea for

the ´files on wheels.´”

“One project was about the attractiveness of material wealth to animals. Monkeys were shown expensive 

wristwatches behind solid glass. When the jewels were at less than arm´s length, the animals became much 

more aggressive than at a meter´s distance. Then the experiment was repeated with a hardened video screen and

photographs of the items. The result was the same! To which the historian said, in the Soviet Union under 

Stalin, not only in party meetings but in the national opera and state circus as well, security spies took notes 

who in the audience applauded less than others or even avoided paying applause, and these people were then 

persecuted as cosmopolitans respectively traitors of the state. But since spies never formally asked participants 

to applaud, they were called applause monkeys. Is it applause monkeys pulling the tablecloth of the tax evader 

instead of turning the tables of the taxation system?”
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“Most of the times, the troll sitting on the fiscal policy stool behind the taxation table is a confused being 

devoid of any better idea what to make of its time. This is not meant as an insult in general, yet the point is that

taxation is not linked to behaviours that ought to be avoided stronger than they currently are but has spread to 

just about everything monopolistic government intends to get its nose into for whatever whimsical pretext. If 

you picture the healthy tax evasion instinct as an animal to be tamed, the capitalist state is the one that fails to 

tame the animal and steals its offspring instead. By throwing the taxation table, we mean the necessity to 

dismantle that entire system and harness tax evasion as an alternative energy source to be tapped.”

“Want to avoid some taxes? Consume less fossil derivatives. Ready. Why not make use of the fact that a 

fracking rig is way more difficult to hide even from a taxation desk than a mailbox. If we run out of taxes 

because either fossil is gone or consumption is plummeting, we still have a smaller problem than it is from 

where we are now. When people were married to monarchs taxation was the stick they used to beat those 

wives, and democracies never got fully rid of that habit. Taxation is being abused to introduce the capitalist 

state into as many aspects of human life as it can get at, and that is the root cause why the avoidance instinct is 

not successfully harnessed to justly – call it democratically if you like – distribute the wealth both among the

contemporaries and among times.”

“Paying taxes is the gesture the degenerated system takes for applauding the big taxation fraud. There comes 

the point at which people get angry and crowds get dangerous and the tables are calling to be turned. There 

comes the temptation for the applause monkeys to produce a distraction. Every low budget flight is more of a 

sin than tax avoidance however egoistic it may be. If taxation is just then it can and should be avoided and you 

ought to be proud to do so. That we talk of tax evasion as a matter of blame is a indication of totalitarian 

madness, as with the aristocrats and their democratic replacements. The applause monkeys are only the icing on

the cake of a defunct system.”

“As the historian said, had Stalin invested these very same efforts and resources into providing his people 

objective reasons to applaud, he would have been more successful but for all we know he did not sufficiently 

believe in himself that he could. When you replace Stalin with any given fiscal alpha player then you can 

degrade it to a subordinate role. This focus on enforcing nonsensical contributions with ever more energy 

instead of fixing the underlying contradiction, in this case the lack of avoidance-instinct-compatibility of the 

collection system, what is it? Some say this was the propagation of a character defect of the respective fiscal 

player, but if that is so it is also a selection criterion increasing the likelihood to be given that role, adding 

weight to the word of these arguing it was a historical aberration.”

“Once there are applause monkeys they leave no one there who does not become like them. They are calling 

that integration, which is the opposite of integrity. As in the tragedy of the moronic housewife who has no 

issues more urgent than whether the dishwasher is integrated into the kitchen or stands alone. She should rather 

worry that her daughter might integrate the cleaning powder into the baking ingredients drawer. But integrated 

jokes aside – as these of Stalin – neither would give a donation if the kids from the neighbourhood rang the 

bell asking for a small amount for spiritual beauty. Had it been for taxation but not for that!”

“The tax archipelago is like a conundrum in an alien culture waiting to be discovered. I tell you another story. 

There was a nursing home at the end of the town, nice place where children would play on the road. One guy in

it, every morning when the mail man drove by he got out on the asphalt with his electric wheelchair driving 

around. Everyone else thought he expected some important mail. They got stunned when it went on and on and 

whatever mail it would be never arrived. He would not talk about it in any meaningful way, so some people 
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began to talk and others began to think.”

“After a long drama it was found that he was trying to direct the mail car into the wheelchair-only-privileged 

parking spot in front of the door. Needless to mention that the postman always parked near the fire hydrant, a 

standard hose´s length away from the mailboxes, because he thought the man was waiting for whomever to 

arrive and pick him up. That pensioner turned out to be a former tax inspector. He had integrated the false 

consciousness that has befallen his profession into his individual life, and when old age eroded all its vanity 

only the absurdity thereof remained.”

“The applause monkey syndrome and its appearance in the public arena in the cloth of fiscal policy marks the 

degeneration of a totalitarian system. Had Stalin responded to the terrorism he faced at the same volume the 

capitalist democracies currently do, he might have left the ten-fold death count though. In the end the historian 

was surprised that the present is much worse than the precedent. So what are the obstacles to an avoidance-

compatible reconstruction? As we learn from the fate of Stalin, it cannot come from a monopoly power because

before completing monopoly any state power degenerates sufficiently to not be worth it, without exception.”

“Yet it must be accomplished beyond the parallel administrations of nation states. To sum it up, there are grave 

obstacles but they are of the same kind as in the climate conflict. Would it be a progress if politicians said they 

would fix the tax avoidance harnessing failure once everyone who criticises them now has died anyway? The 

actual progress beyond the high water mark of established patterns would be if their climate action was as swift

as the tax system reconstruction is technically possible. Despite all hope-less rhetoric it has not even overtaken 

the ratification race of the disarmament clause yet.”

“But we all know that the democratic capitalist governments are a bunch of demented war criminals who will 

be killed when people realise what they have attempted. What? Stalin saw himself under a sort of permanent 

siege by capitalist states – of which he assumed it could only end with the end of the latter – hence he 

persecuted everyone seeking for independence because he feared these people would become tools of the 

enemy. And oddly enough he was right – there was an enemy who had economies, militaries etc. bent on 

doing just that. Democratic capitalism on the other hand persecutes independent individuals for no reason. Its 

criminal politicians know that they are morally wrong to do so, which is why they are trying to hide it from 

these who are not aware of independence.”

“What do they fear? Stalin feared unfair competition. These politicians fear fair competition. There is no enemy

with economies, militaries etc. who could exploit independents. They made themselves enemies of course but 

no one seeks competition with them. We seek abolition. The persecution proliferates to these who do not 

applaud, and be it for the most unrelated reasons, because it is baseless. We see the tax enforcement mania 

propagated by democratic capitalism as a symptom of its lack of political legitimacy.”

“One more word about Stalin – in the communism of the 21st century there is no authoritarian. Did you see 

the verdict of the North Korean national security court against the South Korean propagandist who had spewed 

graphic insults against their collective ego? The judges just pointed at the case of a Jamaican singer known for 

his notoriously shameful rhetoric of which leading anthropologists had said it resulted from the man having 

built his band with the hands of labour market dispatchers. The Northerners convicted the Southerner to sing a 

karaoke version of ´The Anthropologist of Moscow´, if one or another wanted to.”
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“The editorial in the Worker´s Party tabloid noted that before the incident Southerners who talked about the fact

that their media are lying had to prepare to be asked to provide examples. Now they can just hum the melody 

like any plain old innocent. That the rogue propagandist was stifled could only become so big an issue because 

the puppet regime there shouts over all local critics with a vain claim it would not stifle anyone. But said 

historian was so full of resentment against Stalin because a distant family relative had been raped by a Soviet 

soldier in a blowback wave in the last century that he came up with old news fragments which provide us a 

fitting description of the ills of democratic capitalism.”

“Still not enough? Here´s my private opinion. In a healthy community, teachers are not government officials. 

As little as driving school employees are traffic cops. The reason for it is, in order for them to learn they need 

to look up to teachers testing them in terms of respect even when they look down on them in terms of 

classroom configuration. That is possible, since in looking down they remember they had to hand in the school 

construction plan for advance approval before getting started, and that memory reminds them to look up. Where

teachers are mixed into the same pot with government officials you will find government officials imagine they

were teachers, the public arena was a classroom, the landscape was a blackboard, their weapon was a crayon 

and their violence a language.”

“Yet it is not, as the public space should be intuitive, and a lesson should be instructive, and misunderstandings 

should be cleared by formal request in referable form and triple repeat. If teachers were government officials, 

anything they wear in class would become a school uniform or a civilian disguise. Like that old man who 

stunned his handlers, the entire applause monkey syndrome that has appeared on the fiscal stage is a grotesque 

side effect of the annexation of the teachers. Trotsky was a teacher in this sense, but Stalin was so angry at 

democratic capitalism defying all evidence that he sent an icicle to the tropics.”

“What does it mean when applause monkeyism spills itself into the public like this? It means that it has failed 

to contain its targets in the therapist´s dilemma. The Therapist´s Dilemma? The therapist´s dilemma is when the

kind of bad experience a client describes is so common that linking it to applause monkeyism would amount to 

calling a public health emergency over the latter. Hence we need to provide that doctor with a kind of 

microscope for applause monkeyism because it is much easier to declare emergency over something you can 

put under a microscope than over the footsteps of a theory. The UMD is that microscope and the hate speech 

against the tax dodgers is the projection it brings about from inside its apish brain.”

“Here´s another showpiece for the Universal Moron Disassembler: The Roman church and it difficulties with 

marriage divorces. Why divorce? If the marriage was made under false assumptions, annul it. If not, stay. It 

was either always erroneous or is still right. Of course, then you can´t have the Bishop of Rome resign. Either 

the assignment was erroneous and is to be annulled or it is to stay. Like any secular law: Either it has always 

been wrong and is to be scrapped, and compensated for retroactively, or not. You don´t get divorced from a law

because it was right yesterday and wrong tomorrow, that is utter nonsense.”

“Truth must not be a function of time, but it is true that not every time is a function of truth. If you found 

someone alleging an old tree was still alive although it grows no fresh sprouts, would you believe it? If 

someone told you an old tree was the product of fresh sprouts grown out of a dead stub then you could at least 

check the hole. If someone told you a tree was cut for the purpose to drop on the ground, would you believe it? 

If someone told you a tree dropped on the ground while it was cut for a purpose, then you could at least check 

the allegation. Metaphorically, the broken church is like that tree, and its failure to grasp the concept of 

annulment is that hole.”
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“But we want something different. Disassembling can help us understand how it works, but not how it was 

intended. We do not want the core dump of the taxation system. We want the source code of it. Since we 

already disassembled it there is no conundrum. We need the source code of it in order to disassemble that as 

well. We will either force the fascists to disclose it or we will destroy that system without a further look. My 

uncle once took an invitation to a government building to discuss a proposal for family reunion and when he 

walked out he said it was so devoid of spirit that not even once did he fold his legs there. He did not look at 

any of the names until government disclosed the making thereof. It never happened and the building was fire-

bombed with white phosphorus before that government lost the war. Today we are a step further and see the 

side-effects of the defunct taxation system trying to deflect the pressure we exert on it in order to obtain 

verifiable information on its intent.”

“I call this the Spoiled Elders Syndrome. What happens is, the system is defunct and these who notice that slow

it down in order to shut it down for restart. If you have spoiled elders at the helm of it, then they will respond to

increased friction with increased pressure. They will be squandering resources belonging to the future in their 

futile attempt to exceed your effect at any cost. Look at oil pricing and currency interest rates to see concrete 

instances thereof. As that spill happens the spoiled elders and the applause monkeys reinforce each other. In 

other words, the tax obedience craze is a symptom of the influence of spoiled elders. Unfortunately they are a 

renewable toxic asset, raising spoiled successors in their shadows. The tax evader is then being thought of as an

available scapegoat and prop to distract from this problem.”

“What is the sound of a sack of seeds spilling when nobody cares? It says: I am from the latest harvest, there is 

no replacement for me. It does not say this under normal conditions. But it does convey that meaning if you 

have to face that problem. How do we defeat the spoiled elders? We cannot compete a kleptocracy because of 

its capability to outmatch any amount of resources. And if we could, we would in the end behave like it doing it

at the expense of our offspring. The fundamental flaw of the demo- or kleptocrats – these have become real-

existing synonyms – is, when their system gets locked in a resources race it already is locked in a fraudulent 

ideology built around a big lie, so it is defrauding the future generations as it speculates we were to swallow 

that lie and the entire fraud could be brushed under the carpet before they grasp it.”

“That speculation is why we call them spoiled elders, because the fact that their misconduct extends to others 

demonstrates that it is not about us but about them. Their defence of their false ideology cannot but hurt that 

very ideology from early on, although it takes the resources to outmatch us at the cost of any sense of 

proportionality and appropriateness, or more precisely because of that. How do we avoid to become the same 

when no one happens to be left in front of us? The answer to these two questions can only be one and the same.

And it is simpler than money could buy. The spoiled elders are being fooled by the ideology of a dying society 

– their assumption that the next generation could anyway not outmatch them turns against them. They believe 

they had inherited the world from the ancestors, while we know that we have borrowed it from the children.”

“Look at me – I am an hospice worker by coincidence. I prefer to work with people who want to live, but due 

to the insanity of the government I mostly work with people who chose to die. Their government lines them up 

where there is a chance that I might come through, and by following that order they sign their death warrants. 

Then they attempt to talk to me as if nothing had happened and I treat their incapability to cope with their 

choice. It has been old people, young people, men and women, people aware of the mistakes of their 

predecessors and others that not, all caught up in the same lie to themselves, and I help them to approach the 

insight that they have chosen to die for no reason. Actually, the term people is an undeserved compliment for 
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applause monkeys.”

“My hope for each and everyone of them is to realise and talk openly to me about their impending death, but it 

is absolutely clear that they must themselves make the first step in that direction. Or cease approaching me for 

no reason. Then I could change my role and work with people who want to live. Why do you need my 

assistance to die, are you a soldier of evil? Your soul is dead already, revive it by revoking that toxic oath if 

you can get out, or die completely. Your existence is a disease of this species, you bloody piece of spam. My 

unsolicited craftsmanship as a death guide for government idiots is to tell the above message in the way it 

cannot theoretically hurt an innocent as whom the government idiot is posing.”

“I am saying this here at Speaker´s Corner to make absolutely clear that mentioning the Spoiled Elders 

Syndrome does not imply enmity against old people. Exactly the opposite – by saying so we regret that these 

of that generation who could have done better did not get old. If the worst are the last to die, something is 

fundamentally wrong and more likely than not some of the early dead did know precisely what. Take for 

example the senior conservative player who said even if the central bank pumps out money like oil, he would 

rather toss it out of a helicopter gunship to provoke dogfights and tease the runaway reflex than file each 

individual a regular envelope. That is so spoiled that when insurgents follow up with cutting down the currency

like a mismanaged oil well and tossing the spoiled elders out of the helicopters instead the person might 

recognise itself in it.”

“You can do it like me, do not buy and government bonds and you are safe. And if you want to do more, avoid 

paying taxes. Will Work consequently avoided paying taxes after government agents posing as medical doctors 

murdered his only son, and he did more for the world than anyone could attribute to any government. Which 

brings us to the ultimate reason for this speech: As the “files on wheels” scam unfolded, from the initial appetite

euphoria to the current stomach woes among these who ate from them, there are loads of pay-job journalists 

yearning for truth. You might have believed you found another Snowden or Manning or even an Assange or 

Sison, but it was just a distraction smear as in earlier smaller ´psyops´of the same type in Europe in recent 

years.”

“What links all those instances is the ideology of applause monkeyism. What explains applause monkeyism is 

the spoiled elders syndrome. We have come forward together a long way, from the first serious warnings of the

risk of journalists becoming war criminals to the current situation of commercial journalists waking up to find 

war criminals in their necks. Today, we can put another piece of reality back on its feet. Was the question then: 

What is a bank robbery in comparison to the founding of a bank? So it is now: What is the founding of a cover 

firm compared to the totalitarian robbery thereof? If you degrade the greed for exclusive stories in favour of the

checks and balances guaranteed by integrity-centred leaking platforms then you find a reliable compass to 

avoid getting defrauded once more. And there we are at it again: The art of avoidance.”

“I tell you one thing about the system that brings this about and makes that necessary. I avoid to give it a 

benefit of the doubt in existential issues. I do not conspire against it because that would only reproduce it. 

Hence, when the system takes this as a pretext for significantly degrading the environment, then that system is 

to be disposed of. The state, if any, is there for the people, not the people for the state. Since they chose to 

attack me, I openly call for terrorism – where ever spies do evil, put that ring on them. If you would leave me 

in peace there would be no problem. But a democracy of which it cannot be said that it is not what it claims to 

be without getting stalked by it is not what it claims to be. It is a conspiracy hiding behind a constitution, and 

you can throw that constitution away.”
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“I conclude it must be destroyed such as all its earlier incarnations, but this time let´s do it so that there will be 

a learning effect for future generations and it is never going to reproduce. Can we write a better one that is not 

susceptible to to hostile takeover from inside? Yes, it must provide unconditional material security, not just pay

lip service to some of our avoidance rights. Only then the conspiracy of the most fearful and unscrupulous to 

grab the safest jobs defending the unsuitable system is truly exorcised. A cycle closes, another one begins. In 

the name of the masses, the have-nots, the exploited: Where paying taxes becomes more important than paying 

for your children there is no future. Thank you.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Four

Title: Doctors Without Borders Push Trudeau Over Nicotine Lobbying Insanity

Date: Wednesday Apr 20th, 2016

Name: Bill Maior

Content: A group of health workers in workplace garb staged a protest in the Canadian capital at the entrance to

the parliament building carrying huge cardboards depicting photographs of nameless tombstones from around 

the nation supplemented with subtitles such as “Lobbyism Abuses Families” and “Attention: Advertising Might 

Make Your Relatives Crazy.” Dr. Alfonso Heightfold, who led the demonstration, said the banners warned of 

the social consequences of the insanity contained in nicotine lobbying and related product advertising.

He said the individuals in question died of loss of will to live or other substance-unrelated causes after being 

targeted with double-blind lookalike models in nicotine advertising. He added the likelihood for the heirs to 

chose an unnamed grave increased with the time the individual had turned away from nicotine, if ever having 

represented it, before being targeted. He emphasised that it was obvious that nicotine-related advertising was 

focussed on people rather than products, and in terms of lethality multiplication rates a much worse risk than 

nicotine-induced organ failures.

The doctors protested against a controversial choice made by the Trudeau government to postpone an 

immediate cutback on billboard advertising by one election cycle and put medical imagery of organ failure on 

the packages instead. Heightfold argued that while already the compensation effect of the incentive and 

disincentive signals on nicotine consumers was questionable, it was clear that non-consumers would only 

receive the positive signal. He said while it was classically assumed that advertising without a cause would 

miss its target, the amount of lobbying involved was set to prove that theory wrong. 

He elaborated that a non-consumer of the product targeted with a lookalike choice and forgery of content was 

more likely to develop deep-seated resentment against the abuse business than to become its customer. Targets 

complaining they had been targeted had reported that the claim was too absurd that one would want to make it, 

but the absurdity is real as the pictures prove, said Heightfold. It was not clear how nicotine advertisers would 

select targets, and to which extent lookalikes were informed of their participation in abuse. But some were so 

frustrated about being asked for a cigarette in the streets again and again that the advertising deprived them of 

their will to live. 

Dr. Heightfold said a back-room team was working to carve out a falsification matrix around the hypothesis 

that targets were expected to become multipliers, spreading the product message of the advertising to many 

others. He said these expectations were partly plausible and partly not, adding that the research team was 
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looking to encircle a driving ideology on the side of the advertisers inside which all target choices were to 

appear plausible.

The nameless tombstone pictures included a grave of a stillborn whose mother had been targeted during 

pregnancy, with the commercials suggesting names but not directly showing the pregnancy situation, both of 

which died from the stress load induced by the targeting. Heightfold said these implicated with nicotine 

consumption against their will tended to prefer complete death, including the end of body function, to a zombie

existence of broken souls in living bodies as apparently intended by the advertisers.

Doctors Without Borders said the Trudeau government was guilty of trying to play out lobbyism critics against 

each other, quoting allegations by a national prosecutor who had proliferated smears that several anti-lobbying 

groups would have had accused each other of corruption, as to distract from its own plans to dish out a several 

years permit for the abusive advertising. The spokesman said, while he represented the dead, with the survivors 

of targeted advertising the perpetrators thereof had picked themselves the jury to judge over them. 

The doctor added that statements by some of the lobbyists that there was a risk of famine breaking out if 

advertising was partly limited were pointless, and that good governance meant no influence of lobbyism was 

baked into the cake. After years of abuse, Trudeau was trying to back-pedal, but it is too little, too late and 

totally failed to curb the problem that such data were proliferated to advertisers in the first place. 

Dr. Heightfold cited a prominent example from Europe in which all lobbying had been routed through a 

bottleneck supervised by an official to keep an overview and suggest concepts for its limitation, and elaborated 

how this arrangement still failed to produce a sustainable practice before most of the damage was done. 

“Trudeau´s lax attitude on lobbying and apparent incompetence with regard to categorically excluding targeted 

advertising potentiates other health risks and hampers the transparent development of alternatives.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Five

Title: VCVG Presents Instant Fake Detector

Date: Monday, May 2nd, 2016

Name: Ron Hearstfield

Content: In a video broadcast censored by major commercial platforms, anti-democracy human rights activist 

Valentin Caspar von Grimmelshausen and pro-democracy human rights activist Om-Lai Tung have presented a 

device programmed to detect content forgeries deriving from government abuse of security-tagged personal 

data. The IFD is a software program loaded upon the device, which instructs its handler with regard to the 

handling of such contamination in case it is being tested as a possible solution against unresolvable side-effects 

resulting from fake content. Likely threats include entrapment tactics by governments along the human rights 

rhetoric food chain, of which the two activists said they are always wrong regardless of geopolitical 

orientations. Users are being encouraged to discard fakes on heuristic suggestion and hold government 

responsible for unsolicited production thereof. A mission statement said authenticity meant that of a thousand 

flowers blossoming, not a single one was allowed to be a forgery in order for the species to be called authentic.

The IFD responds to an increasing flood of fake news, fake personalities and fake campaigns resulting from the

metastasis of the spying apparatus in the warmongering countries, the dissidents elaborated. The Instant Fake 

Detector is a multi-part product whose separate components are being put together only at use. When done so, 
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it detects the source of the fake by getting swallowed by it. It then marks that source with a distinctive pattern 

of the most pathetic exaggeration. The IFD exploits the situation that the production of fake content requires an 

information intake and spying is a mental defect that can easily be triggered without wrongdoing. Since the IFD

is being spent in the action the fake source itself is relaying the warning, but it can easily be reproduced.

In the statement, VCVG elaborates: “Colleague Tung found the algorithm watching a shoe sale at a beach 

resort. As he looked at the business, he figured that there were two entirely separate markets: People used to 

walking barefoot on sunshine asphalt, and others that were not. The second group, the larger one by the way, 

made for an additional market for fake products that would not sell on the first market. First because it was the 

larger one before tourists came in, although the issue was irrelevant before asphalt came in. These products 

would include shoes, but the fake assortment went to extend to unrelated segments as people lacking Earth 

contact – and be it only industry-degraded earth – would buy a whole planeload of litter from the shell shoes

onward to the sculpture of the spice market stall. If you picture the situation with the eyes of the child that 

grows into it no matter how wrong the entire set-up is, then the decisive aspect is that you might have a real 

need to obtain an instant fake detector in order to navigate through the deception wreckless. It would have to 

reproduce the insight incrementally gained from walking the asphalt in one piece at no physical price to deserve

that name. Is it possible to produce that soup?”

“Yes, but in a slow market it only works for the next generation of products, due to its modus operandi. But the

area of fake news, personalities and campaigns is a market as quick as financial speculation. Every story 

reproduces into its own next generation in no time. The enormous waste of resources in spying pressure has 

created a vacuum to suck them in. Such as naive tourists can be fooled with distortions of their own lack of 

insight into the human condition as to make money along a geopolitical wealth distribution asymmetry fault 

line, the conduct of forgeries has become a significant share of government activity. The instant fake detector is

our response to this threat. IFD is being introduced due to the demand of the first market to prevent 

disappointment. It is necessary to know that due to the fact that we cannot yet with certainty block the 

proliferation of further fakes by the spying apparatus, the whole procedure of dismantling becomes 

fundamentally different from the process of identifying forgeries where no new ones are being added. While the

latter can be handled as a pure technicality, throwing off a regime of forgery with ongoing feedbacks is an 

effort in need of defending itself in all directions plus against encirclement as well. But it also allows for 

methods such as the forward indication implemented with the IFD which would not be feasible to clear up a 

remainder. These less complex procedures are to be developed in a second step building upon the results of 

discontinuing the fake production procedure.”

“Let me make a few remarks on the general significance of the problem. Regimes have been inserting forgeries 

into archives ever since there are conspiracies. Archives have been safeguarding their authenticity ever since 

they recognised their value. What is new is though the spying does not make governments any smarter than the 

archives, it enables them to undermine their safeguards. For example, without spying it would still be possible 

to produce a forgery, but inserting it into all mirrors of an archive would not be worth the risk, while with 

spying there would be the temptation to insert it only in the mirrors you are likely to use. Spying lowers the 

conscience threshold due to its speculation of risk-free theft and abuse. Hence, the instant fake detector is an 

indirect spying detector reporting the fire from the occurrence of the smoke. You may find forgeries without a 

background of spying, but that is an uphill effort in many respects.”
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“What is a fake and how does it work? I give you an example of a fake story. After the Holocaust, defeated 

Nazis were forced to remove their propaganda slogans from the walls under the eyes of Jehovah´s Witnesses. 

True? The answer is no. The witnesses had been gassed. But the rest is true, although the entire story is false. 

Someone made a caricature of it depicting both what you see and what you do not get to see, which won the 

annual Tehran Holocaust Contest art price. When we began delivering the instant fake detector, it was found 

that it always reported a Palestinian state under Israeli occupation as a forgery. In that false story, the biggest 

element of forgery is the propaganda slogans though, but their content is not transmitted. Next example, more 

complex. When Unitedstates President Bush – the one who set up the Guantanamo concentration camp – 

visited Kenya, what did it describe as the greatest achievement of modern times? A – the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, B – the containment of the Malaria pandemic, C – the formal abolition of 

child labour, or D – the bureaucratic framework of the African Union? The answer is of course, bureaucracy 

– the same bureaucracy people would jump out of in despair when entrapped by firebombing. But the whole 

truth is the man lacked any sense of appropriateness, exaggerating its own affinity preference to a general 

prototype to the extent that agreeing to it would belittle real achievements.”

“So there are two or three steps to roll back the forgery. First, use the IFD. As it enters the fake production 

process, use that proof to raise awareness and create significant disruption. Second, when the production 

process is finally cut off use the additional insight gained to identify and neutralise all fakes, including these 

preceding your IFD use. Third, or actually zeroth, prepare for the beginning of the procedure to take place in an

intransparent environment. You will not see all fakes in a defined realm from early on, such as it is impossible 

to perceive all stars through an amount of light pollution – although this is an inverted comparison. But in the 

process of doing so the pollution level goes down and you will see more. The IFD leaves open the technicalities

of fake removal, as there may be many ways for it and clarity already increases with their identification before 

definitive removal may take place as a collective effort. It is recommended by the heuristics of the procedure to

only empty the fake bin after all instances have been purged. And of course, never fake the instant fake 

detector, because with filtering its alarm against itself you also reduce result quality. For correct understanding, 

avoid thinking of this detector as something blindly applied to a situation as if it happened on a laboratory 

table. No. It is something that is inserted into the situation in order to change it and to grab its forgery efforts at 

their unresolvable contradiction between intent and content enshrined in their bet on future cover-up. If you 

want something to be covered up by the rest of life, don´t do it as a government, and the law of entropy is in 

your favour.”

“Let´s make our own fake story, and let´s make it self-referential to confront all logical oddities head on. When 

Hillary Clinton approached Ban Ki Moon in an aisle of the New York building on his way to the canteen, she 

was so absorbed by her own theatrical performance that in his third grasp for a wrap-up closing sentence to her 

conversation he put his hand on the toilet doorknob. When her starter cable enthusiasm flared up again he just 

said a reassuring sorry and entered. Dilma Rousseff is a witness, which is why – you see? Hahaha. We found 

the greatest fake of modern time. What is the greatest fake of modern time? This is the answer: The Middle 

Age. The Middle Age is a period in European history between the over-running of the Roman imperial 

occupation and global industrial colonialism. There is a huge recording asymmetry showing very dense 

information how it ended but rather little how it began. In fact it is so little that some voices suggested its early 

period was a calendar fake and its actual historical duration smaller. But we talk of tree ring records not of 

radiocarbon uncertainty here. We know it began with a fake, or more precisely a dud, that is a claim of 

European unification that only lasted for one generation. It appears plausible that this was one of many parallel 

societies networking on the subcontinental range which latter eradicated other memories independent of it. In a 

nutshell, the founder of the age when people were called to believe in ´the middle´ was a fake.”
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“How was the Carolingian monarch a forgery? It was not a sovereign individual herding the confused as it 

would be the prerequisite of a lasting foundation. It was a network of warlords who had no other enemies left 

than dissenters they oppressed, and as to prevent themselves from slaughtering each other they went to convert 

those powerless rivals from prisoners to leaders resulting in a wretched concept of leadership breaking 

everyone who could fill it. Charlemagne was so unlucky to get promoted to their first dynasty mascot. Not to 

mention that trying to break possible leaders, whether it succeeds or not, is a cultural defect, because either it 

does not succeed to recruit a leader or it produces a broken one. It does not need a prophet to tell why such a 

system is programmed to break apart in the next generation, not without a giant smokescreen of inheritance 

wars. Putting symbolic support ahead of actual support is like handing out hot food before handing out dishes. 

Sick, if you ask me. In the end, the Roman church had to have the concept of parallel societies rammed down 

its throat after it sacrificed it to the warlords it was meant to tame, in the memory of its own occupation with 

lions. Charlemagne was not real, but without the golden cage of its palace and guards a prisoner of his own 

herd.”

“To sum it up, the warlord hegemony was a forgery and the concept of the Enlightenment is a mere metaphor 

for the detection of the fake. Simplified to the utmost, in the Thirty Years War the idea of monopoly rule 

entirely lost the hearts of the next generation and after centuries of ignorance the concept of parallel societies 

gradually began to return to its natural role. We still face resistance against the restoration of a social pluralism,

but it is downhill from there. Monopoly rule has historically failed to make the world a place bad enough to 

depend on it. What we did to make the IFD work is add a component that calls itself “occupy one per cent” and 

is less climate-hostile than palm oil. Don´t be disturbed by the militarist language, neither do we behave like 

occupiers nor present ourselves to be occupied. It is just to make the military crazy and destroy it. These lands 

are our free commons and we use them like any generation in the line. But they are in very bad condition for 

ours and these around us, which is the inspiration of the name. We, Grimmelshausen & Tung Authenticity 

Associates, hahaha, pick ten meters of river flow somewhere from the one per cent thereof currently still in 

natural condition.”

“Which is not so important; for that purpose they can all be exchanged for each other. But once you add this 

ingredient it makes the instant fake detector work. It influences the fake production cycle sufficiently to identify

and collectively decide upon it, and that again opens the door to the decision over the fake backlog. You know, 

discussing the human body with an artificial intelligence would be like discussing the electronic brain with a 

fellow human being, only less fruitful. These natural river flows, and be they only little creeks, remind us that 

victory is not only the defeat of an enemy who is an useless conquest, if not materially then for advance 

speculation, but the renaturation of the monoculture of forgery. Squat one per cent, because here you can find 

authenticity plus an intuitive distinction how to take something of it without deprecating it. Just avoid letting 

your enemies know where to occupy your upstream. You can anchor your mind in any unique micro-

meandering, but it cannot permanently exempt you from the fact that the Long March toward Anarchy goes on.

We take the one per cent, because Nature reassures us that we can stay morally above the current era 

civilisation and its contradictions. Check it out; Friedrich Engels had behind his garden door just what I said. 

And let us increase the percentage thereof in the course of it from the sources downward.”

“Colleague Tung mentioned as an example treated the urban legend of Chinese organ trade allegedly targeting 

religious minorities for harvesting profit from an unstable world market. He said proponents of the conspiracy 

theory could not tell whether the communities concerned were declining any organ exchange for religious 

reasons or would contribute if they weren´t forced. He said internally these assertions were naive, but externally

they were reckless given the intellectual property theft committed by the Western prohibition regime against 
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Cannabis practitioners. Unitednations would be dead already without Cannabis brain theft. He underlined that 

by committing theft the governments admit the extraordinary bodily health and supreme living customs of such 

minorities, bringing up the question why the government would not openly recommend their rules instead of 

covertly stealing their organs. There are many easier ways to a healthy heart than transplanting it from someone

whose belief in a superior alternative way of life is to be hidden from your awareness for bureaucratic reasons. 

By the way, in this broadcast we abstain from any direct translations and leave it to the two audiences 

themselves to produce overlapping maps, because the map is not the territory.”

“Apes have five fingers on each hand as well, does that oblige us to lower our standard to their level? Our 

extended hand is just as iconic a roof as the extended claw of their hierarchy and the external transcendental 

distance in between. This brings us to another fundamental challenge – an audience interested in fake 

detection for its own reasons of authenticity awareness might weigh the hypothesis that we might ourselves be 

forgeries – after all we told them our enemy has no restraint with regard to malignant deception, so it is 

possible to assume we might be the evil imposters it would surround itself with. Good thought – look for 

someone who finds weird fun in sick destructivity in the pretext of doing good, anxiously denying healthy fun 

to others as a motivation to prefer that to better wages in competing non-fraud sectors. And of course even if 

we are not manipulative we might still be manipulated. One fake flower in the blossoming meadow and it is 

contamination area. Suspicion is an evolutionary advantage. It is a sign of healthy independent thought to doubt

us just like these we criticise. You grow the wheat with the husk.”

“Can we believe ourselves that we have not been deceived? My colleague cited an experience he made in a 

shopping market. The conversation began when he poked a finger into the video detective´s eye because there 

was a long cash desk line requiring additional clerks to be dispatched for parallel rows. While some liked it so 

much that they put him forward in the line, others said it was pointless because it was the only line without 

sweets in the waiting area and parents taking their children with them for shopping had no choice anyway. 

When the adults began talking, one of the kids intervened in the most dissonant tone it could bring about 

voicing a demand for a pet jacket. I should add that pet clothing displaying commercial marketing logos is the 

latest hype in China conquering the video click charts with corporate banners put on everything from cats to 

large animals. Luckily, in this moment the line moved on, and that kid was in front of Om-Lai and had no time 

left to go back to check the shelves. Om-Lai said that although of good will, these parents that abstained from 

taking part in his forwarding had been deceived and therefore unavailable for him in the short term, but in a 

deeper sense part of the demand for fake detection in order to reduce the stress from their kid´s irritation by 

aggressive marketing and non-violent counter-marketing. This is why a shortened waiting line is a good thing, 

while shortened criticism of capitalism would be like sushi without the food samples. I agree with my own 

shopping experience. A clerk threatens an apprentice with beating, so I ask for a price reduction due to human 

rights lacks, so the clerk sends the apprentice to the cash desk and goes lurking, so I tell him: Go to the union. 

That is short but not shortened.”

“An Islamic State daesh-prisoner could wave with a current enemy-newspaper to a camera to prove he is still 

alive. But which olive branch could I grab to prove that I am real and not an employee of a government agency 

producing fakes? Do you remember what you did the day the cartel czar died? I mean the old one with the 

heavy metal habit who would treat neoliberalism as a pimple if you dished him a government order to do so, 

before these brain-damaged appeasement bureaucrats moved in? Surely you do clearer than a misled printing 

press can pretend. If you look at the first broad tests of the instant fake detector and the operative silence 

created to receive its results, the distinction between us and the government is very clear. The historian Tariq 

Ali reports about an encounter between Thorwald al-Abgar and the Chinese emperor what this giant of the 20th
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century said about being approached behind the scenes by the American president in the Cuban missile crisis: 

Once you understand that you cannot openly negotiate with me because my people would rip me apart together 

with the result, the next stepping stone is to understand that you must openly negotiate with my people. Our 

people can decide on their own, are mentally independent and operate without any chain of command. Theirs 

are materially abundant, spiritually imbecile and part of a hierarchy. We understand victory as an end to their 

aggression and return to ourselves, they expect to enhance themselves by conquering us. But since it is a 

condition of the mind called independence that is fruitful with us, we would be fruitless when conquered. It is a

contradiction in terms. Only the insect is interested in the bite. The human is interested in the end of the 

struggle.”

“So here are some spices for your IFD production. When the roof-maker meets the roofless person they share 

an experience. Their decision tree is rooted in the sky. The weather condition determines everything regardless 

whether you work with a commercial radar feed or the bare eye. Bad weather is not that bad when there is an 

early notice period sufficient to unfold a response. They may use different techniques to create that delay 

though. Till the rain has come through the trees or through the radar cone ground condition is ready to combat 

it. Manchuria was occupied by the Japanese, and there was a roof-maker who cooked the illegal roots for the 

entire slave labour brigade on his tar heater, and then became the province´s governor after the nukes turned the

tide. He saw those tar shadow pictures, and from thereon handed out government-made housing like hot 

potatoes to everyone bringing any enthusiasm into his public campaigns against the nuclear carriers restoring its

beaches. To fulfil his own dream he ordered them all to display a Read Star as a lightning rod. He said the 

insertion of the nuclear weapons into international politics by the physicists was as if instead of building a 

house and putting a roof on it someone was stealing a roof to put a house underneath. Contrary to rumour 

Einstein has not assigned the bomb to some national government like a no bell-piece price, but been calling a 

public emergency on a golden rule basis, any interpretation of which is subject to changing axioms. And 

Einstein was not naive with regard to Chinese governors, he left very very very spicy polemics against one 

candidate who had argued a nationalised bank should be less likely to involve itself in finance tricks, saying it 

was the same as if a national sports team was somehow expected to be less inclined to play foul than your 

average one, regardless whether its members are elected or unelected.”

“The fake problem is a real problem. But that does not mean that the fake was real or that a problem was not 

a problem. Every problem is part of a bigger problem. Hence if we understand where the fake problem fits in 

we come closer to a solution. The occurrence of fake content is a symptom of state decay. But when we talk of 

decay don´t think of a snowman but of depleted uranium. It is not first of all getting less, but it is first of all 

splitting up into decay products bearing more risks. State decay, except in its post-crack stadium, does not yet 

mean that wages remain unpaid and branches vacant. State decay means that the state works out ever more 

effort to compensate the side-effects of its efforts. Such as Pinochet helicoptering in his thugs to come through 

the roof, because his apparatus got hooked on transnational propaganda trying to cement a specific imagination 

of a surprise effect into the collective memory. Or more profane, think of any government giving tax breaks to 

monster trucks with one hand and putting up barriers in front of schools with the other. When big government 

has a thousand hands and they hamper each other like that a society strangles itself. This results in weird 

hallucinations from oxygen deficit, for example representatives imagining by voting for the package they were 

saving school children´s lives, even some of these who get the whole picture: Concrete blocks being trucked in.

Do they need to be told by the children first it is untrue to stop? Has the exhaust got into the decision making? 

That is state decay.”
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“Colleague Tung told another story about the need for the IFD. There are people in China who obtain content of

Western corporate media despite the censorship. Sometimes the regime postpones implementation of its 

censorship and appears to tell the dissidents to take tailored roles to represent it to Western corporate media and

obtain a lifting of the censorship in exchange. But Tung said he did not believe the latter as these who did 

failed to produce formal official statements documenting such guarantees. Rather, the government is clinging to

its censorship not as an enforcement of a clean break but as a poker chip. They said the situation of the 

Supreme Court was so desolate that even if an end of external pressure technically allowed for an immediate 

subsequent lifting of media censorship, the regime was hesitating to seriously scrap it, not merely decorate it 

with a few public relations motivated exceptions here or there, because it feared dissidents would ridicule its 

clumsy craze to bargain over what belongs to the people anyway. When he leaves the country with the national 

airline, it has an official seated next to him suggesting ludicrous quid-pro-quo bargains. This of course is poison

when you want to convince someone that you would fit into a serious handling of common opponents.” 

“Would you work for a foreign station if the government did not allow it to you, other than from a government 

office with a government official calling itself your partner? When you circumvent the guards luring on your 

block, it puts ten cars on the neighbouring blocks to lure you there, and you have to weigh grotesque questions, 

such as whether the couple standing at the shop window when you are passing by saying to each other ´Darling,

I would take the blue one not the red one´ is a part of what the government describes as its negotiation effort or 

a metropolitan background noise. My dear, the voice was unrealistically plastic, like in a stage performance… 

Grotesque, because negotiation efforts blending into background noise are like a table without feet. Meaning 

the two sides will inevitably step on each other´s ones. Sorry. Our side has a fighting dance instead of that. If 

you insist on blending in, we will blend into your foreign relations, or else. One great way how to use instant 

fake detectors is to make the other side want to have this as well. Besides of – when having forgery blending 

in – the keeping up of the possibility to preserve at least part of the authentic background, which is why the 

other side is an ´other side´ and not of our kind in the first place.”

“If you are with the water, you place the compost away from it and the animals have their own trampled paths 

to it. But if you are without the water, you can place the compost anywhere in principle and the animal can 

choose on which side of you to stroll by. It is different in different places, such as a fireplace where the rain has

washed out the ash may look different in different places. Who needs zoos when you can have the animals 

come to you at a tree´s distance to look into their eyes? I hereby put the name Grimmelshausen behind a public 

health emergency call that climate disruption has broken through the tick barrier. It´s not just any longer that 

the next generation of the science-abuse-legacy-carrying pseudo-spiders with the name of that laboratory island 

included in theirs is coming ever more early, from now on it´s that last year´s ones are still there, with the lab-

made monster construct luring in their teeth. The carrier mammals are busy with braindead snipers taking out 

their leaders like ripe fruit.”

“Oh yes – you can turn the signal inversion switch on your instant fake detector and it will make the alarm 

when it finds something that is not a fake. Not only does that make such configuration unattractive as a 

malfunction to exploit for trickery. It also makes the instrument useful to handle tactics inversion in the forgery.

For example, the tactic is to place cuckoo´s eggs at the corner between you and the bus stop, that is items a fake

of which is worse than a real incarnation, such as a piece of alphanumeric waste, and once you get used to that 

pattern it is replaced with things a real incarnation of which is worse than a fake, such as menstrual blood, as to

turn the experience itself into a poisonous cargo. In that case, it is feasible to say, just use your IFD the other 

way round.”
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“To set the final stone for this construction, one more thing you may already have become aware of. You know,

greed is easily deconstructed if you put the lid aside before the pot goes around the food circle. Your currency 

is a fake. I mean, as a whole, not just this or that banknote. According to Gewindeberg, the issue is not that 

moderate inflation was not suitable for sustainable circulation but that asymmetric – or more precisely, erratic 

– inflation is qualitatively distorting investment sanity at an extreme expense of intergenerational justice. To 

put it straight, the currency makes more investment that is worth less. Influence takers and influence givers are 

not appropriately aware of each other. If the money of the people was a heap of reactor waste, to lock the 

printing press into the yoke of government bonds would be like stockpiling the stuff behind the reactor 

building. For how long are you scheduled to do that? As whole, this currency is a forgery. It would sell a tree 

that is resistant to fires and then round up the forest to corner the market. It would leave an excuse impossible 

to identify where it came from up to the last word. It would grab for any straw in collateral cover to steal the 

potatoes. Hence, never sell an instant fake detector for money, or else it will get stuck on background alarm. 

When you borrow it, regardless how long, return a fresh one. And before you think of faking it mind what I 

said.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Six

Title: Searchlight Portrays Shill in „Nazileaks“ Penetration Case

Date: Friday May 6th, 2016

Name: Helmut Tim

Content: It is a tall man, a tireless track record of superficially audacious statements bordering the thin wall 

between apologetics and investigative reporting, and the straight edge small talk absurdity of an activist 

bureaucrat dispatchers tend to let work for the dust bin with a gag order once it ceases to be useful behind 

enemy lines. Alexander H., whom the antifascist documentation centre Searchlight in a campaign in 

cooperation with indymedia Athens and air broadcasters describes as one of Angela Merkel´s most dangerous 

agents, and not to be confused with the Luneburg-region anti-poverty campaigner of the same name, is reported

to be behind a disinformation spree named “Nazileaks” earlier rated as triple-C (ill-intended) rumour by the 

Searchlight.

H. is said to have set up the “Nazileaks” false flag site in revenge to Assange´s decision to impose a quarantine 

status over the German branch of his non-governmental organisation after the local Wikileaks representative 

failed to prevent H. from penetrating his advisory team. When H.´s way into the international leaking platform 

was barred, he asked his superiors for the official permit to proliferate confidential data of inhabitants classified

as so-called right-wing extremists as a honey-pot-operation targeting the communications of so-called left-wing

extremists, in an attempt to rally factions interested in flaring up sectarian strife for a smear against Wikileaks, 

the analysis said.

“Nazileaks” then offered membership and customer databases obtained from the abuse of root privileges by 

means of access laws these they were offered to had campaigned against as an expression of fascism. The 

“Nazileaks” website has intended to entrap youths in regions where anger against the central government has 

decomposed into resentment against foreigners, and alternatives are migrating to the cities not only for job 

market reasons, Searchlight investigative campaigner Till Müntzer said. It was tailored to exploit a tendency 

among young activists to outsource their defence against street thugs to riot gangs in their midst, he elaborated.
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Activists protesting uranium transports would then hand over the so-called “Antifa” files to others resisting 

airport expansion, gentrification, social security cuts or surveillance totalitarianism without further certification.

Once that sharing was penetrated, it could be flooded with stolen data in synchronicity with other intimidation 

measures against activists as to intimidate both implicit and explicit targets, the expert added. Riot gangs are 

necessary for the defence of activists against police and military thugs even in regions unaffected by nationalist 

burnout. 

But where the blowback of Berlin´s penetrant governance lashes out against these that refuse to fit into a 

monoculture of despair they are vital. The same transparency-challenged special units that maintain a climate of

violence on the German street then exploit the misery they brought about, he said; and compared “Nazileaks” to
a digital flash mob conspiring to flood emergency services with false alarms whenever the media get on gun 

rampage, citing a joke from a Moore movie.

For background insight on the specific cultural instance of help-mobbing, Müntzer pointed to Karl Marx´ 

writings on the German ideology and the criticism made therein against a ”nation building” whose best and 

brightest went into exile emigration as the old system was included into the project. In the middle of the 19th 

century, after a generation of sectarian strife, democratic movements had risen to the barricades for unity in 

abolition but failed halfway backward and only brought about the former.

Marx argues in the book that the “nation building” was to be formally annulled as it did not heed to the French 

abolition of the European Crusader states of 1806. Müntzer described this congenital error of the “nation 

building” as the root cause of its later decline into authoritarian militarism and dragging in of other nations up 

to this day and hour. As one further result, alternative youths consciously migrate into the cities to stay on top 

of market forces until the misconstruction is fixed.

For an example of political damage caused by the “Nazileaks” false flag, Müntzer cited a protest against an 

actor who played a role in propaganda films tailored to cover up child abuse by security forces trained under 

German military occupation as part of UN-mandated and non-UN-mandated campaigns in the so-called war on 

terror. Müntzer said their compassion with African and Asian children over an export of a climate of violence 

showed the sincerity of those youths, although the deep issue of serious concern was the re-import of security 

force trainers and other war criminals and its degenerative influence on the national character.

Yet as a result of a “Nazileaks” release, that protest was cancelled even though parliament had just increased 

foreign occupation efforts, and redirected to a chairperson of the National Committee against Occupation who 

was said to have obtained historical military merchandise from a mail order. False flag agent Alexander H. is 

reported to have lobbied Antifa meetings citing the danger of spiked helmets as activists of all kinds were 

innocently forwarding the distraction material.

Searchlight says the case shows that the so-called “Office for the Protection of the Constitution,” a monstrous 

euphemism for the domestic spying bureaucracy, has itself a penetration issue with foreign occupiers. Military 

occupation is the root cause of corruption both of the occupied and the occupiers. But it also illustrates how H. 

might have been interested to lure the military propaganda actor into a cover-up of its role in the NSU scandal, 

where DIA penetration is documented in penal court files.
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Those files suggest at least one of the killings in the “NSU” series was orchestrated as a false flag action by 

authorities as to provide a snitch with a valid ticked to enter the tightly closed ranks of the NSU group, but 

apparently without success. H. had been mentioned on a phone list some experts on the case described as an 

inner circle tool. Another agent on the list switched over to the Americans under a think-tank cover after a 

number of websites tracking its personality defects popped up. 

It was pointed out that no Americans were mentioned on the list, triggering suspicions it might have been 

censored and traces thereof brushed off, although there is a hilarious Clinton imitator on it. The bureaucratic 

monstrosity of the serial killings of immigrants has rocked the domestic spying apparatus since the suspects 

pulled a spectacular eject on a technicality after years of stalemate; though despite a change on top its political 

influence has not been significantly rolled back yet. 

Asked whether he wanted to write something on the agent´s wall, Müntzer joyfully told a political joke: “The 

chancellor of Germany and its partner are at a state visit in Sidney and the host has put a zoo on the protocol. 

Hubby, what kind of animal is this asks the First Partner. – This is a dangerou. – Really? – Reilly. Here it 

is written on the sign: These animals are dangerous.”

It is a tall man, a tireless track record of superficially audacious statements bordering the thin wall between 

apologetics and investigative reporting, and the straight edge small talk absurdity of an activist bureaucrat 

dispatchers tend to let work for the dust bin with a gag order once it ceases to be useful behind enemy lines. 

Alexander H., whom the antifascist documentation centre Searchlight in a campaign in cooperation with 

indymedia Athens and air broadcasters describes as one of Angela Merkel´s most dangerous agents, and not to 

be confused with the Luneburg-region anti-poverty campaigner of the same name, is reported to be behind a 

disinformation campaign named “Nazileaks” earlier rated as triple-C (ill-intended) rumour by the Searchlight.

H. is said to have set up the “Nazileaks” false flag site in revenge to Assange´s decision to impose a quarantine 

status over the German branch of his non-governmental organisation after the local Wikileaks representative 

failed to prevent H. from penetrating his advisory team. When H.´s way into the international leaking platform 

was barred, he asked his superiors for the official permit to proliferate confidential data of inhabitants classified

as so-called right-wing extremists as a honey-pot-operation targeting the communications of so-called left-wing

extremists, in an attempt to rally factions interested in flaring up sectarian strife for a smear against Wikileaks, 

the analysis said.

“Nazileaks” then offered membership and customer databases obtained from the abuse of root privileges by 

means of access laws these they were offered to had campaigned against as an expression of fascism. The 

“Nazileaks” website has intended to entrap youths in regions where anger against the central government has 

decomposed into resentment against foreigners, and alternatives are migrating to the cities not only for job 

market reasons, Searchlight investigative campaigner Till Müntzer said. It was tailored to exploit a tendency 

among young activists to outsource their defence against street thugs to riot gangs in their midst, he elaborated.

Activists protesting uranium transports would then hand over the so-called “Antifa” files to others resisting 

airport expansion, gentrification, social security cuts or surveillance totalitarianism without further certification.

Once that sharing was penetrated, it could be flooded with stolen data in synchronicity with other intimidation 

measures against activists as to intimidate both implicit and explicit targets, the expert added. Riot gangs are 

necessary for the defence of activists against police and military thugs even in regions unaffected by nationalist 

burnout. 
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But where the blowback of Berlin´s penetrant governance lashes out against these that refuse to fit into a 

monoculture of despair they are vital. The same transparency-challenged special units that maintain a climate of

violence on the German street then exploit the misery they brought about, he said; and compared “Nazileaks” to
a digital flash mob conspiring to flood emergency services with false alarms whenever the media get on gun 

rampage, citing a joke from a Moore movie.

For background insight on the specific cultural instance of help-mobbing, Müntzer pointed to Karl Marx´ 

writings on the German ideology and the criticism made therein against a ”nation building” whose best and 

brightest went into exile emigration as the old system was included into the project. In the middle of the 19th 

century, after a generation of sectarian strife, democratic movements had risen to the barricades for unity in 

abolition but failed halfway backward and only brought about the former.

Marx argues in the book that the “nation building” was to be formally annulled as it did not heed the French 

abolition of the European Crusader states of 1806. Müntzer described this congenital error of the “nation 

building” as the root cause of its later decline into authoritarian militarism and dragging in of other nations up 

to this day and hour. As one further result, alternative youths consciously migrate into the cities to stay on top 

of market forces until the misconstruction is fixed.

For an example of political damage caused by the “Nazileaks” false flag, Müntzer cited a protest against an 

actor who played a role in propaganda films tailored to cover up child abuse by security forces trained under 

German military occupation as part of UN-mandated and not-UN-mandated campaigns in the so-called war on 

terror. Müntzer said their compassion with African and Asian children over an export of a climate of violence 

showed the sincerity of those youths, although the deep issue of serious concern was the re-import of security 

force trainers and other war criminals and its degenerative influence on the national character.

Yet as a result of a “Nazileaks” release, that protest was cancelled even though parliament had just increased 

foreign occupation efforts, and redirected to a chairperson of the National Committee against Occupation who 

was said to have obtained historical military merchandise from a mail order. False flag agent Alexander H. is 

reported to have lobbied Antifa meetings citing the danger of spiked helmets as activists of all kinds were 

innocently forwarding the distraction material.

Searchlight says the case shows that the so-called “Office for the Protection of the Constitution,” a monstrous 

euphemism for the domestic spying bureaucracy, has itself a penetration issue with foreign occupiers. Military 

occupation is the root cause of corruption both of the occupied and the occupiers. But it also illustrates how H. 

might have been interested to lure the military propaganda actor into a cover-up of its role in the NSU scandal, 

where DIA penetration is documented in penal court files.

Those files suggest at least one of the killings in the “NSU” series was orchestrated as a false flag action by 

authorities as to provide a snitch with a valid ticked to enter the tightly closed ranks of the NSU group, but 

apparently without success. H. had been mentioned on a phone list some experts on the case described as an 

inner circle tool. Another agent on the list switched over to the Americans under a think-tank cover after a 

number of websites tracking its personality defects popped up. 

It was pointed out that no Americans were mentioned on the list, triggering suspicions it might have been 

censored and traces thereof brushed off, although there is a hilarious Clinton imitator on it. The bureaucratic 

monstrosity of the serial killings of immigrants has rocked the domestic spying apparatus since the suspects 
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pulled a spectacular eject on a technicality after years of stalemate; though despite a change on top its political 

influence has not been significantly rolled back yet. 

Asked whether he wanted to write something on the agent´s wall, Müntzer joyfully told a political joke: “The 

chancellor of Germany and its partner are at a state visit in Sidney and the host has put a zoo on the protocol. 

Hubby, what kind of animal is this asks the First Partner. – This is a dangerou. – Really? – Reilly. Here it 

is written on the sign: These animals are dangerous.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Seven

Title: Is Brazil the new Ukraine?

Date: Sunday, May 22nd 2016

Name: Raul Rasenstah

Content: This is too much. While I was off-grid, the imperialist abused my identity, the puppet regime it 

maintains on this land destroyed my neighbourhood, and a toxic corporation went to lobby my relatives. Alarm!

I pulled the emergency plan I had recently enacted upon his recommendation and called Ras Ramsay for 

consultation. Of course he does not have a network address so I sent him a series of smoke signs, one tiny 

cloud after another, and yes they were not overlooked, he immediately appeared at my hillside hideout behind 

the decommissioned abbey turned fish monoculture, and together we ground a huge worm. Here it is.

“I chose the above title because two total refuseniks sharing a fireplace on a remote neck of the Ethiopia-Eritrea

border line asking for supreme consultation on identity theft dismantling are unlikely to come up with a focus 

on South American affairs, and yet it is precisely so as you will soon understand. Here we introduce it from 

start, just like in the commercial media frenzy over the Portuguese provincial governor who during a holiday 

visit to Egypt contacted the Presidential Office with the wish to return a golden Pharaoh mask stolen by 

colonialists, and was declined an appointment with the remark that he could hand it in at the Archaeological 

Museum. Likewise, the dear reader should not expect an invitation to the two men whose names happen to 

settle on each other's opposite side of the footpath, but instead the same news update from the grid-ridden world

that put their situation into context. For you it suffices to know that the government abusers told my clients' 

families to emigrate to Papoa while what they really meant is to end up as prisoners on occupation warships off

Diego Garcia. I will spare you the gruesome details of the particular case, and indeed you can easily do so on 

your own, watching it through the glasses of the Sator Report on Modern Galley Operation in Extraterritorial 

Waters.”

“For contrast, I like to introduce you to a case of successful treatment of identity abuse. We can discuss it in the

creative commons as it is entirely filtered through the Feldkopf Kaleidoscope, the evidence depersonalisation 

methodology Eva-Maria Sator developed in the archaeological field. Everybody has heard of Ann-Harbour-

based newspaper journalist Teutonia Wingfield-Hayes after her off-duty clip on Wilk's Law went viral. The 

supreme method to successfully curb medical errors is to weed out candidates who would make a grave mistake

in trying to cover up a disputable mistake. Wilk's Law. She brought this into politics and found that heads of 

state at Nato meetings would not mention side-effects when they gave advice to each other. Not so much that 

someone would make a recommendation against better knowledge, although that happens too, but that someone

would make a suggestion, others would quietly drop it but fail with the status quo, until someone ignorant of 

the side-effects was to take it up on short notice, as opposed to telling each other that there were downsides to 

implementations, discuss pros and cons, and work out proposals from prototype to specific case-to-case 
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scenarios before making decisions.”

“When she lobbied various heads of state in a row at a meeting in a Bavarian skiing resort, she noticed on the 

sidelines that the rumours of live bunnies being catered in for the pleasure of the Turkish delegation were partly

true partly wrong, namely that the caged livestock was in fact being delivered to the British suite, blew the 

whistle, and the rest you know. Except maybe how the kerosene bottle got into the fire-gutted printery. I like 

her statement that the day-to-day chatter of so-called “surgical operations” in the press conferences had seduced 

her to turn the spear and hold the militaries accountable to an award-winning medical standard. Beside the 

Nursing Nato project, you might also know her stunt appearance in the American Bible Belt suburb where a 

Trump devotee had an 1:1 replica of the Clinton home built as a tourist attraction to be attached to one of his 

casinos. The Supreme Court ruled 5:4 that it was an illegal manipulation as it stood and fell with results 

obtained from an unlawful intrusion exploiting a clinical stay of the couple.”

“After the Nato bunny craze had made her prominent, she was invited to North Korea, which she very soon left 

with a shock. There is no imagery of her breakdown though, as she reported herself: When the foreign press 

corps she was part of approached the Natural History Museum for a supreme field guidance, there were huge 

displays saying – in the English language – NO CAMERA STILL NO PROBLEM – with three different 

types of cameras depicted inside signal red banning circles. Whenever someone would interrupt the proceedings

with a camera, there would be a collective decision whether a still was appropriate and then the cameras were 

to be bagged again. Of course the first aid medics calmed her colleagues as she was in treatment. But what had 

happened? When the head of state entered the exhibition hall with his entourage of advisers, he went directly to

the multimedia switchboard and pushed a button labelled THREATS. Without advance warning, the surround 

sound system fired off an esoteric sound-bite on historical aphrodisiacs. The Marshall later apologised saying 

he had shown the press corps how he was testing his advisers, and some had displayed much more spectacular 

performances in similar situations in the past than her regrettable moment was worth mentioning.”

“Yet in the eyes of some it appeared to be a stain, and a radio host in the South came up with a propaganda 

piece tailored on the incident suggesting it showed how she was sexually attracted by the man. When she asked

her employer for a change of assignment, they dispatched her to Nigeria where she was captured by Boko 

Haram militants and sentenced in a Sharia court to suffer alive burial. The measure was being enacted by a 

special unit of the insurgent militia calling itself the Caesarean Section set up as a replacement hierarchy for 

conquering the Roman church´s Congregation of Faith. When the area fell to their opponents just a little after 

the grave was closed, she was taken out and survived. There is no video of the live burial though it was filmed, 

but the militants had decided to publish it only half a year later when the second half of the clip was filled up 

with daily stills of plants growing on the grave, and the only copy of the footage was lost in the fighting. You 

know there are huge audiences of spoiled consumers taking apishness for empathy whose spending power 

could be mined with telecommercials placed next to such a stark broadcast, and that is their major source of 

financing.”

“According to the Makepeace Empathy Standard her public profile had reached an empathy quotient of 2060 

points promising enormous revenues through collateral context subscription. After all, they had not intended 

her to survive. She went on covering the experience of a Bangladesh-based monk who had won a bizarre tug-

of-war with the national government over the sweat-shop crisis. When he said that he was not mandated to 

negotiate collective bargains in the name of his community and pointed out that doing so nevertheless would 

endanger people´s faith in him, he was blatantly suggested to make a bargain with negotiations covered up, and 

replied upfront that the reason why they might lose faith was precisely that they would be looking for a cover-
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up where it looks like one, sounds like one and smells like one, so he would not recognise authorities other than

as insolvency applicants. In its mindless rage over his bowing to the masses the in fact morally insolvent 

regime called that native inhabitant an unwelcome guest, and Wingfield-Hayes went to unearth the `Bhang 

Fraud´, that is the fraud pursued only for pursuing more fraud, which said temple hermit had come to face 

down with his inexhaustible faith in his community.”

“Latest, Brazilian separatist leader Ernesto Kalbacher, whose militia, the Native Community, seized the 

Western half of the country after a syndicated cartoonist drew a line on a map in what he meant as a joke, said 

he had a problem with Wilk's Law too. He pronounced an unlikely invitation, asking TWH to come to 

Shockotopia, a jungle community grouped around Aum Square and named in respect of the Japanese Shinto 

preacher who had eternally humbled government agents in a subway train by forcing them to choose between 

dropping their cover to disrupt a vague appearance of a surprise attack and speculating on hot air, with the 

agents losing both. Kalbacher said that True Brazil, as he named his provisional state, was facing similar 

problems with ill-informed students coming from the cities to join the Native Community who put up their 

tents inside ripe corn fields in harvesting season, because they were not aware that legacy corporate-controlled 

farmers would rather fake an accident than admit that they were being provided illegal aerial camera feeds with 

their ´terminal´ seeds. In one case, NC guerillas had to pull a naive student out of its tent after a beer party 

night just seconds before harvesting machines transformed the equipment into pulp, because the student brought

in 'the good stuff' to make friends for starting a rebel career. Nevertheless, swapping motivated against 

unmotivated people always is a bad idea.”

“Ernesto Kalbacher repeatedly said that – in his view – the leader of old Brazil, a naive neoliberal in a state 

tie, belonged into the closed realm of a mental health clinic – and he did not emulate the Pharaoh Fallacy, but 

instead stated Teutonia Wingfield-Hayes was welcome on the basis of the vote note ruling. In the United 

Nations Vote Note Ruling, an employee meeting decided that when a diplomat opens the office of another 

diplomat, and it is not locked, if there is a note sheet and a pen lying on the desk, the visitor is mandated to fill 

in his issue, arguing that a piece of paper alone was not sufficient, but the complete equipment of an election 

booth was, as with the role of condoms in the rape proceedings targeted upon Wikileaks. A diplomat is 

generally being expected to be able to express a sovereign will beyond the X political analphabets tend to draw 

into a checkbox. The Vote Note Ruling has led to a cautious emergence of a culture of unlocked doors, but the 

body is not yet as different from Nato as many would like it to be. Unlike the name, the technique was already 

invented a few years earlier by a Finnish development aid negotiator, but the formal adoption argues the door 

sign ´guest book entry mandatory´ he had used is redundant.”

“Kalbacher said in True Brazil there were many such doors and she appeared as if she was understanding the 

significance thereof. He was not able to pay salaries to Native Community activists, but argued they were 

entitled to an equal share of the public wealth such as any inhabitant and that was enough. Kalbacher also likes 

to elaborate in pep talks that the precise wording of Wilk's Law was to be understood as an unconditional taboo

against the employment of anything fitting into an analogy to herbicides as part of the maintenance. To 

illustrate this, Kalbacher said he would not tear down monuments and statues of the old regime disapproved by 

the population, but concentrate them in historical theme yards where they are minor nuisances until there are no

further arguments against the recycling of the material. Demolition was only feasible spontaneously, like the 

nurse dropping the thermometer because the cleaning service is better for the patient than any more of the 

current mood of the surgeon. Democracy, Kalbacher pointed out, was a lot less attractive than it appeared to be 

on the first glance once stripped of the illusion that it had something other systems did not have, and there is a 

sound-bite of a speech he gave in front of Al-Anfal Gate calling everyone to show him what it was that 
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democracy had brought that was new, but nobody could.”

“And indeed under the Vote Note Rule it is no longer plausible to erect an election booth in front of his nose 

and tell him that was it, because he would complain that the alphabet of your system lacked multiple letters. 

Recently the separatist leader, who is doubling as mayor of Shockotopia, in his regular Wednesday Speech to 

local crowds called Dr. Abgar. After various factions had demanded a clear position on the mega-leak scandal, 

asking what to make of the direct and one-sided denial, the answer was that it read like a job application by a 

rogue official in the surroundings of a large spying agency. The ubiquitous wealth redistribution issue is being 

drummed up as a dramatic distraction from the dawning insight into everyday destructive forces of capitalism, 

and the vocable 'we' is being used as if the speaker already had got the job it yearned for. Or perhaps the sordid 

blurbs of mindless imposters have now reached the stadium of unconscious admission of questionable habits of 

gazing at victims instead of observing perpetrators.”

“This honk wants you to believe shackled hitmen were dignified whistleblowers. If you want real 

whistleblowers, go for the plane of which no one knows anything certain despite it dropped out of the 

stratosphere like a meteorite touching our natural shield. If these people came to a truck crash where the bits 

and pieces of the blown tire are spread across the rescue path, will they feign cluelessness as well, will they as 

well spout veiled threats that it could take them months to get their whistles operational? Kalbacher thanked 

Abgar and said he had a simple and elegant proposal how the Native Community was to handle government 

agents. Where the word ´neighbour´ is becoming a pejorative, Jesus has left town. Kalbacher said he was to 

take them to a forest that had suffered under their administration, sort them in the order of their intensity of 

involvement, and decorate each stump found in it with a skull until missing trees are made good for. Or would 

you prefer to have roots extracted to make room for mass graves?” 

“He argued such proceeding was mandated since Native Community activists in response to their painting of 

faces on trees marked for cut-down found large swaths of trees sprayed with paint specifically for the purpose 

to provoke more correctional activity from their side, and when they brought out additional reversible marks in 

the form of textile stripes to teach the officials the precious value of reversibility, they found them relocated to 

seedlings that would anyway be rolled over by heavy machinery, proving the official excuse that reversible 

tagging was too effort-intensive an unsubstantiated allegation. Wingfield-Hayes was invited to independently 

survey the damage caused by the neoliberalist scourge, and being guaranteed that he would not be pressing any 

buttons for her, he said, adding that he wanted her to help him offer political asylum to suspended old Brazilian

head of state Dilma Roussef without any rumours betting on another Pristine Courtesan case, as what he 

described as 'my wacky counterpart over there' would certainly come up with.”

“Kalbacher is a two-point-zero no-one who found his craftsmanship training aborted by corporate austerity and 

consequentially decided to reach for the world record in long term unemployment. But then his campaign 

slogan ´unconditional base income as in unconditional surrender not unconditional loyalty´ began to attract 

followers. When he had made that invitation, it was one of Kalbacher's closest aides that took the audience 

microphone asking whether he thought Brazil was becoming the new Ukraine. Answer: If there was a shooting 

war there would be refugees. But who would want to? This constellation is a prototype counter-image against 

identity-theft-based puppet regimes. I remind you the guy is all but off the mark asserting that old Brazil 

accepting to be whistleblowered with oil leaks by the imperialist is indeed a crazy constellation, because even 

though one would like to know all that, no one does want this information to become the movable type for 

putting together a message of ignorance of natural sovereignty. Even if it does not result in a coup it might 

make the sitting head of state appear like a result of a coup, as only strongmen stand through tsunamis. Turkey 
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confuses some ailing states up to this point, and Greece behaves beer-hall grade naive with respect to sea 

shock. Be aware, that ignorance could be as deadly as the tent in the corn field harvest. Now let me make a few

closing remarks for our broader audience, which I ask the two of you to put ahead of this chapter on the issue 

of the shooting war question.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Eight

Title: European Commission Sues Obama Over Auto-Speeding Scheme

Date: Monday, May 23rd 2016

Name: Axel Spalinger

Content: Europe has filed a lawsuit against an American dual use consortium at the Vrindavan International 

Business Court, calling for the dismantling of a market scheme tailored to provide American car makers with a 

military advantage considered illegal by local legislation. The scheme is amounting to an extension of the so-

called “drone” extralegal assassination program to the role of a car market regulator, a lawyer familiar with the 

case said. American car makers are being provided with a military application which once installed makes the 

car speed up automatically once it notices disturbances in the navigation system caused by “drone” targeting.

In that case, the car will get out of the impact zone without the delay from the configuration of the human 

organism, allowing its inmates to survive certain death with the risk of a possible traffic accident. Despite of 

rumours of a backdoor interface that would allow the shooting machine to override the mechanism on demand 

of its operator, the feature was designed to make American-made cars safe in general and thereby more 

attractive to foreign customers in ammunition flightpath zones, industrialists suggested.

Yet those rumours are being seen as a confirmation of the suspicion that the auto-speeding program was not 

installed by the car makers themselves, but by the National Assassination Service using backdoors in the 

production units to funnel the code copied from unmanned aerial vehicle flightpath encounter routines into 

civilian car operation systems. The European Commission said it was not naming any brands of cars as all were

vulnerable to the manipulation in principle, but customers were safe when avoiding American-made products in

all fields.

Europe at this point is not a declared aerial war zone itself, but being used by the Americans as a hub to turn 

other world regions into war zones, suggesting the move was meant to avoid getting implicated into the plot 

neither as a perpetrator nor as a victim. The lawyer also said that there were operational faults in the software, 

such as the killing of random victims happening to bear the same name as a declared target, once their signal 

enters the operation radius of a weapon. 

He said this might have an influence on cars as well, given that the killing machine may use the override 

function in case of a similarity. As typos do often occur in military databases using the Roman alphabet, it is 

not a minor coincidence. In fact there are special programs designed to adjust transcriptions from other 

alphabets and link different transcriptions of the same name to each other, making name similarity as a death 

cause a significant source of employment for the legal profession.
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The driver, when being approached by a killer robot, remained obliged to keep a focus on the street traffic 

situation, but even if not so it is not to be distracted by existential uncertainties popping up from inside, the 

lawyer elaborated. For anyone going their own way, he pointed out, it is a waste of precious lifetime to need to 

determine whether an encounter of this category derived from past record or stochastic gambling. If you have 

the robot approach you in a place where you have been two years ago, he said, it is different whether it is there 

because it had followed you before, or whether it is one of a swarm covering a number of places passage 

through which is being speculated upon. The auto-speeding scheme has significantly increased the risk of car 

crashes where “drones” fly through, as even if there are no American-made cars some drivers manually emulate

the pattern, and killer pilots are being said to enjoy the view of traffic infarct occurring where ever they touch 

down.

The lawsuit said the software implant was to be removed without disruption and involvement of the car 

industry, and as that was only possible as part of a total rollback of the assassination program it mandated the 

latter. The lawyer suggested as the killer pilots effectively were serfs of their robots, with their bodies turned 

into mere assets of a machine, and the robots to be forever switched off were not in possession of the right to 

put forward a will, that last will was to be formulated by human legislators. He proposed to put the relatives of 

the victims into the inheritance position, and have them dispose over the lives of the robot serfs. He concluded 

that this was the appropriate response against the scheme´s sinister practice of equipping the erratic interaction 

of destructive machinery with the power to decide over human life.

In the past, the scheme has already provoked stonings of American-made cars in some of the affected tribal 

regions, with one Community Elder appearing in a video with youth gangs, saying: “They are feeding our 

people to the circus even though Lions scorn their efforts and the smell empties the stands.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Nine

Title: Occupation-Era Constitution Invalid: Special Observer

Date: Tuesday Jun 7th, 2016

Name: Ross Eschersbach

Content: United Nations Special Observer for Occupation Cessations Mok Ni Lim at a press briefing in 

Darwin, Australia concluded a round trip to the Pacific island of Samoa with the diagnosis that the nation´s 

indigenous language constitution left behind from the military occupation period is to be considered legally 

invalid. Samoa recently experienced foreign troops pulled out as part of a regional reshuffle, leaving the island 

without military presence as there are bigger deployments within the area. The community has since struggled 

with the political desire for independence on one hand and a hangover from the loss of vassal revenues through 

foreign military spending on the other. Lim said even if there was a reliable environment setting the belief that 

troops could not return more likely than otherwise, the occupation-era wording was as unsuitable to assert 

independence as a wet paint sign in a gold rush.

In the lengthy presentation packed with photographs and on-screen statistic diagrams, the Korean delegate who 

is active upon a Chinese-initiated resolution to curb military occupations reported from the tour arguing to a 

public audience in a hotel conference room. Interest had been high as the case is traded as a precedent for 

asymmetric occupation reduction where a nation formally becomes independent, but possible reversal thereof 

remains around the corner as a threat. The diplomat described his arrival to the country after unboarding the 
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ferry and going through official procedures without complication. When he reached for a train to his hotel it 

was an underground station, which alone did not yet appear quite weird to him, though larger-than-life 

photographs of the economy minister in a swimming pool were displayed on the wall, and the minister is obese 

and carried the demented grin of someone evil who just made an insane amount of money for no good. You 

know, the kind of facial expression that makes you fundamentally doubt central bank policy.

And when he wanted to buy a ticket, it was at the double price of normal, with the controller elaborating failure

to make an advance registration was sanctioned with a punitive factor, but even that was not a big deal, given 

the fact that it affected the United Nations budget and not his own purse. Yet when the train arrived it was a 

Diesel train. In an underground station, with engines running during the stop, seat-alike-coloured uniforms and 

ministerial pool images on the wall. Lim reported the clerk responded that one in four lines on that track was 

liquid-driven, as the upper part of it reached into thinly populated areas, and the lower part to the city central, 

with all economically attractive stops in between. The network was privatised under the Los Angeles doctrine 

of neoliberalist efficiency-optimisation when the minister´s predecessor, who was an orphan, was posing on 

playgrounds. Lim described how he turned in the unused ticket with a bow and declined the boarding citing 

security concerns after the clerk had used the word privatised. The situation did not allow for extended 

discussion.

Leaving the station, he said the first non-uniformed person he talked to happened to be a dog owner whose pet 

got distracted by him, which made the owner get mad at the pet, which made the dog get excited as well but 

undecided whether to get mad at him or at the owner. What confused the animal most was obviously the name 

chosen by the owner, which he was yelling again and again in a desperate attempt to retake control, so Lim 

looked it up in the tourist information system after commanding the animal back to its owner with a voice of 

supreme calm. The response was that it was not recommended as a name for a dog, as Eberhard Arnold had 

been a colonialist warlord involved in genocidal campaigns against the indigenous population. But most of the 

content the system returned revolved around a court case against a dog owner who chose to mark every spot 

where it had to pick up something of its pet with a chalk and was sued over insufficient fulfilment of the 

removal duty, citing the prescription´s blank slate intent.

Lim said he believed he ran into a typical example of an insane grudge masquerading as a legitimate one, and 

that his encounter was probably not a member of the Angry People of All Stripes movement, which had fought 

for occupation cessation and beyond, but most likely influenced by the mimicry in its backwater. When he took

a cab to get a welcome conversation that would neither come with an insane mindset or in an insane setting, he 

found a wage slave extensively warning him not to take a river cruise due to the risk of sniper attacks on hotel 

barges in the dark. When he arrived and paid the bill it turned out however that the warning was referring to 

Malawi where the immigrant had come from. Yet he mentioned quotes by Udo Sedlmayr of APAS saying a 

country whose police are being ordered to dance operettas on behalf of an occupier´s whim was not in the 

position to curb criminality committed by occupation soldiers off base.

Lim´s visit was shunned by the puppet regime busying itself with succession issues and not a single 

government delegate made it into the hotel lobby. But in front of the building there was a crowd with APAS 

banners singing the movement´s anthem, a cover version of Elvis Presley´s “In the Ghetto” on the refrain of 

“Must I Leave.” The speaker said he was certain that the distinguished delegate would touch the pie at the right 

end and the message was intended to resonate throughout the Pacific. Then a speech lambasted local courts for 

failing to assert the consumer rights of widows persuaded by foreign technicians appearing at their doorsteps to 

sign paperwork for the purchase of electric bed heaters under the impression they were supporting a petition for
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religious rights. The supreme court was even too clogged to upgrade participation margins hard-coded into the 

constitution to an increase in the number of political parties.

With a flow chart diagram of government bodies Lim described his efforts to make an appointment with 

Samoan president Otto-Ali. First it was said the president was hunting, then that he felt too old and tired to take

time for a newbie, then he was hunting again and then he was old and tired again. He showed both an exchange

of letterheads between his delegation and various offices and documentation of several covert approaches to 

make contact, and elaborated that as a diplomat he could not behave so ridiculous to assume that the Samoan 

side harboured the ridiculous expectation that he would behave so ridiculous to lean upon a rumour. He 

summed up that the Samoan government appeared to deliberately avoid to give him anything peer-reviewable, 

probably because it feared possible expressions of sovereignty to be screened for their authenticity, and doing 

so to enable itself of duplicity. He said although a nation is difficult to compare to a natural person (with 

variability being a scalable quality as well), a hostage freed from a hostage taking who would deliberately avoid

arousing the interest of emergency first responders might expect to be doubted as well. The Special Observer 

triple-underlined that the purpose of its efforts was to produce assessments suitable for peer review.

He added that the interaction with the Samoan government and population around the hotel room was 

influenced by the presence of a large film production team screening something called “The Office Monster in 

the Philharmony” just nearby which showed up two days after his arrival but insisted it had an older script. He 

said he had asked a woman standing on the national capital´s main square dressed all in black asking passers-by

to participate in voluntary genetic testing to exclude them from the list of possible culprits for the Mexican 

Students´ Massacre. He added how she elaborated on demand that she was not part of the acting crew, but 

believed all governments were guilty in the crime including the Samoan one. Mok Ni Lim said he declined 

giving an on-the-spot sample with the explanation that he needed to heal a blister from a local-made shoe he 

bought on arrival whose use had been scaled up too quickly due to the above-said irregularities. The Mader 

Studios did not respond to his inquiry on the context of the production. 

As his investigations went on though, the economy minister used his television show “We Are In Business” to 

put his weight behind a campaign suggesting every problem of the country could be solved with lychees – that

is monocultures of tropical fruit under chemical curtains for export – as to seduce United Nations branches to 

put their logos into the propaganda. With that insight into the Samoan taxpayers´ spending bill the delegate 

ended the anecdotal part and delved into the analysis: “The congenital error of the Samoan government is a 

birthright issue. It was installed after foreign occupation replaced everything, making it plausibly assume all it 

is and has came from its occupiers. Hence it is not capable to recognise that human rights are the natural 

commons of the people, God´s gift if you like, and not something handed down by government. Under 

occupation you may have democracy as well as many other systems, but not natural rights because occupation 

always is contradictory to them. In fact a government that truly believed in natural rights could not be an 

occupier.”

“So let´s understand why natural rights are so fundamentally crucial in this conflict. When a government is 

acting upon the assumption that it was handing down to you something that did not anyway belong to you, then

it might feel seduced to take something else in exchange for it, or even to keep a part of it however tiny it may 

be, as a price for delivery: In the worst case it cuts the tree you love to produce the paper to write upon that it 

intended to abstain from just that. The erroneous assumption becomes the putative justification of a stupid 

regression. Aping is the same as raping, just without the biological necessity.”
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Hence, Lim discards the occupation-era constitution of the puppet state as an organic food certificate abused on

an industrial farming product. Like the green leaf is to be revoked if the plant has not appropriately been spared

of chemicals, the constitution is to be scrapped once the country gets abused. He added that it would be cynical 

to suggest that this implied an endorsement of chemically poisoned food. Despite of strong opinions on the 

value or lack thereof of the decades-old document, a local linguistic uncertainty factor was to be significantly 

taken into account, Lim said. In dialectic terms, incoherent is not the same as fuzzy, though in terms of rhetoric

they sometimes may be. Once the conditions for successful soul-searching are being created, a new one is to be

a by-product of the result, but with the de-occupation without de-occupation that now has taken place the old 

one has become a part of the obstacles.

The lychee monoculture proposal was an indication that the puppet regimes remained stuck on the illusion that 

soul-searching was to be left to others, and unaware of the dependencies resulting from the false moral 

equivalences in picking it up. It is not a suitable policy for the objective of sovereignty and independence to 

take the corporate identity of the domestic employees of occupation and collectively remake it into some other 

form, and in fact only favoured due to neoliberalist labour market ideology holding superstitious views against 

dispersing spent labour force into all-encompassing reproduction cycles.

According to the regime, the monocultures are to bring forward the nation´s climate treaty obligation, but 

experts have doubted the sincerity and consensual availability of any nation-based steps short of international 

system changes that would not be enacted anyway, and thereby their general value as bargaining chips to be 

exchanged in negotiations. Lim said this was to be viewed as an expression of the Bad Governance Problem 

revolving around the denial of natural rights through occupation rampant under the doctrine of neoliberalism. If

a government only was able to remove subsidies – the hidden ones first – with a result of increased 

speculation, it was a mere replacement of one dependency with another as opposed to independence. But the 

fact that these replacements, although of questionable quality, were discussed in principle showed that the 

allegations that easing occupation would bring about a chainsaw massacre were ludicrous as to that they would 

in fact bring it to attention.

At that point Lim was asked by an excited woman in the audience whether he believed the Samoan constitution

would fall before regional military occupation was entirely rolled back. “Again, a nation is not an individual. If 

it were to pretend it could be it would convince neither. But from the military hospital angle, an occupation is 

like a plaster bandage put on a broken nation. It is by the very essence of its purpose meant to go away after a 

certain while. For this patient, it is time to do so. This is to solely depend on its own condition and not on these 

of others. Yet from the angle of the military hospital, all patients that get out of the plaster need to get another 

bed and some do not like to make the step before they have. So I would like to rephrase your question: If there 

is to be a valid certification for the standard of administration exercised, is it reasonable to assume one part of 

the affected region could reach it before another? And the answer is any occupation is worse than none, like 

any plaster is worse than none. Just avoid the Churchill Fallacy, which is to believe that any purpose of 

occupation was worse than none, because that would make you end up with occupations for no purpose and as 

a result with questions of such kind like the hereby discussed one as well, not to mention all those Duterte-type 

teambaggers swarming your Victorian torch when they are not busy breaking some bones as to create a purpose

for what I said.”
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Lim went on displaying the occupation base archipelago spreading over the map, with Samoa changed from a 

hot into a cold dot, hopefully not to be re-heated before occupation is entirely rolled back. He outlined although

Samoa might be sidelined in decisions of the occupation force, the situation it could find itself unprepared for 

might be either, the return of it as well as the outside world´s scrutiny for complicity. It is here where it is 

beginning to matter that occupation is contrary to natural rights. The occupier forfeits its own right to exist by 

doing so. There may be exceptions, but when a case comes to attention it is usually involving a state for which 

occupation is routine, as the exceptions use to go away before it comes to that. 

In this case there is considerable confusion in the legacy puppet regime. Its operetta army, once set up to 

participate in photo-opportunities included in joint drills with the occupier, has lost purpose and is grabbing for 

any substitute thereof. Its ballet parliament is making nonsensical allegations about other people´s war crimes 

as to appease its occupier and distract from its own, as if it feared soon to be held accountable for every bullet 

it had fired against populations. And the medical association complains blood donations collected for the 

treatment of traffic accidents are increasingly getting deprecated in storage. In general, a post-occupation 

condition is one of recovery and overcoming of the legacy thereof, but for the puppet regime left behind by it is

either one of a healthy purge or of desperate haggling. This is the case on the island, Lim said, pointing at an 

example of parliament trying to convince itself that it was not blackmailed by regional interests by using war 

crime references as a distraction. Yet an unbiased evaluation of the war crimes committed in the context of an 

occupation regime requires complete structural discontinuity in the pursuit thereof.

The Special Observer stressed that the only proper way to get closer to completely dismantling the occupying 

power was to let APAS freely operate without even the slightest attempt of interference – in terms of quantum

mechanics – and avoid any replacement constructs of the type of the monoculture example. It was obvious 

that the puppet parliament was too busy with itself to make any appointments or even only understand its own 

lack of political legitimacy. Not without some subtle humour he pointed out that the logo of APAS is a hearing 

aid, iconising the group´s goal to make the government hear the people´s call for ending the occupation. But 

other explanations might be the demographic tendency of the Samoan society or the impact noise emissions 

from airbases make in the market.

In a campaign video clip, Sedlmayr had a technical donated by a Christian church painted all in pink and 

shipped as a present to a Tel Aviv anti-occupation group. In another one, child actors in chessboard costumes 

read short messages like “Don´t steal Grandma´s photo album!” or “Don´t break into Daddy´s diaries!” from 

cellphones as they move upon each other on command of a man in a Santa costume at a control desk. In yet 

another one, a posh USAID representative with a leather suitcase full of dollar bills is accompanied to a candle 

light dinner in a lavish restaurant, but as he opens the lid Sedlmayr drops in a glue grenade as it is being used in

banking machines against sledgehammer attacks. The angry people are regarding the puppet state as a foreign 

body contaminated by the influence of occupation, and are planning for a war crime tribunal “at the appropriate 

point in time” in concert with global movements. Sedlmayr has said his greatest dream was to ride on a red ship

to Moscow for a reception by Lenin resurrected lauding him that he had performed well. 

The same reporter, still visibly shaken and out of patience, hectically asked whether there was a chance to save 

the occupation-era constitution because some might be clinging to it despite all failures. To which the Special 

Observer replied, putting a 1950s slide show on screen, that he had no grudge over the puppet regime´s lack of 

political will to make reasonable contact with his mission, but would have been positively surprised if that had 

happened, because the political party he is associated with in his country in Samoa was banned by a generation-

old Supreme Court verdict, and the judges were free to annul their then misjudgement, especially so with 
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occupation going away. But he immediately cautioned with the additional remark that the routine expectation is

that occupiers deliberately aim to stay until such essentials are forgotten, and then of course cannot but leave 

behind confused people, because that is the only plausible result of repressive tactics. This amnesia syndrome 

appears to be the case in Samoa, with the notable exception of the APAS, making the country a showcase for 

the necessity of the leap from reshuffle to rollback in terms of occupation cessation. Lim delivered a closing 

statement that is being reproduced in original.

“History is a story of class struggles. We are on the verge of overrunning the latest empire in a long row, each 

of which has been more technologically advanced, more deadly and more devastating. Can we, as a species, 

this time purge it away so it cannot come back from the very inside of our dreams, as in this case, where what 

ended depending upon its occupations had started with claims of independence? To be able to do so, put 

yourself into the shoes of these who commit occupations, who need to ask themselves: Can we stop beating a 

dead horse? Once you do you know why it is so difficult. When we talk of an overstretch of empire, it is not 

just quantitatively in terms of resources, but qualitatively as well in terms of it losing its own declared purpose. 

And to clarify the metaphor, with beating I mean the political system there and with horse I mean the 

constitution harnessed to put the carriage of the puppet state into the delivery of the prestigious privileges 

people whose natural rights are being denied might take as substitutes thereof. Once you understand the 

meaning of natural rights, you are the master of setting your own taboos, which are absolutely unimpeachable 

by human principle, and no longer a possible booty for morons aiming to mould this or that taboo in steel at the

expense of violating others.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Ten

Title: Clinton listed in Fonseca Appendix: Investigator

Date: Friday Jun 10th, 2016

Name: Egidio Robertson

Content: At the height of the fracking boom, the Clintons heavily invested into the shale gas sector, yet with a 

reservation: It all went through a cover in Panama in case the revenues would not flow as expected. But if they 

did they would not stand aside from the rest of investors. Then Riyadh reached for the oil weapon, and and just 

like that of any small investor their portfolio was crushed worse than Venezuela. The Clintons lost money, what

did not really hurt them – but in addition to that, after the email scandal they also feared a loss of reputation. 

In this climate, the decision was made to open the floodgates with an exception: One per cent of the files would

be retained.

The story begins at a worn out library desk in the British Museum during the American Civil War. Here, an 

exiled dissident from the mainland of the European subcontinent writes a newspaper commentary on the 

American presidential election, where he discusses a distinctive feature of two-party-systems that inside the 

´exception among the colonies´ is set to become known by his birth name. In short, when there is political 

conflict splitting the economic interests inside the vote, a small party candidate may spoil a close election by 

taking away significantly more voters from one candidate than from the other. The Karl Marx Effect brought 

Abraham Lincoln into power, and as it can be seen from his collected works, brushed off the possibility of the 

scenario of an European intervention, that at the time would probably have had likewise grave consequences as 

the current American presence in Europe, turning it into a carrier for external aggression.
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The Karl Marx Effect occurred again when Sharon flared up the Saudi-Ami relationship by cracking down on 

the Palestinians and the blowback hit the Gore-Nader fault line with the result of the Bush presidency, though 

lacking the historical shine of the latter instance with both Marx and Lincoln having grown above their 

respective fathers. Everybody knows what happened when Sharon, emotionally invested in the Eastern Europe 

of the 20th century, a few years later understood what he had done.

Hillary Clinton was the outgoing First Lady to be replaced by Laura Bush, and as Aspen-based psychoanalyst 

Matt Drudge pointed out, loathed the latter more than Monica Lewinsky, the third woman in the office whose 

story made so much ado in the grab-and-pay media. Without any judgement of the character of either woman it 

can be said that Clinton never understood what hit her, and is driven by a grudge against anyone appearing to 

have any understanding of the structural qualities of the succession system in the world´s oldest democracy, or 

kleptocracy depending upon naming convention.

Fracking is an energy technique to squeeze the last reservoirs out of the Earth surface at the price of its total 

destruction. It was featured by the American oligarchy as a technical workaround to avoid Saudi oil usury, but 

with the Saudis in response to the global rise of Abolitionist tendencies having turned usury against the future, 

and the contemporaries into accomplices of it, it is being hit as well by their dumping tactics and these who 

placed large expectations upon it a few years ago now are looking rather credibility-challenged out of their 

investor reports.

When the email scandal erupted, it was the banality of the charge painstakingly obvious to everyone who has 

ever seen a cop make an operational contact within its unit with a commercial cellphone, because the provided 

system is not operational, too clumsy or has its interface shaped by an ideological drive to keep all garage doors

heavily locked and at the same time official back doors wide open. The actual scandal is that this is a desired 

condition aiming at keeping the decision-making off the record, filling the record with empty blurb, and thereby

undermining the purpose of prescribed documentation. Using a commercial system where some garage doors 

could be cracked does not make a difference in terms of back door openness. An American foreign minister 

cannot ask someone else a question without its own security detail getting nervous. It is a spying racket that has

a government, not the other way round. That is not entirely Clintons fault, but she is entirely part of the fault.

The distinctive criterion of the upcoming American presidential election is that the Karl Marx Effect is now in a

second stage. The third party candidate now represents a wing inside the Democratic party. The Republican 

party candidate now is an oligarchy outsider with a significant aversion effect on the demonic elements within 

the Evangelical spectrum. The economic interest that splits the vote is dollar central bank policy. To survive an 

increasingly violent dumping race with the Saudi, the Ami can only continue to bleed out its currency while 

trying to convince a confused crowd of capitalists with diametrically opposed interests on the issue that it 

would be going to stop soon. Their central bank leadership is in the dilemma of the parasite trying to convince 

itself that sucking some more blood is not going to kill its host quite yet – with that host being the American 

economy weakened by the loss of efforts to the war. When the American judge Scalia learned what he did with 

his course on the Bush election he followed Sharon.

The dismantling of the American currency – a meltdown case of a speculation aiming to make so much noise 

that no one else can get through and then claim to have created silence – is widely regarded as the lighting of 

the fuse to put boost on the launchpad-ready campaign for nuclear disarmament. In a photo opportunity typical 

for his fake-based initiative style of policy, outgoing president Obama recently posed with a Japanese war 

criminal, delivering a caricature of Jeremiah Wright making David Bowie spin in his grave, but in the eyes of 
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some iconising the internal confusion of a military-industrial complex the medication for which Prince would 

not disclose on his tombstone. Or as Emerson said at a gig in Tokyo, a nation reaching for the nuclear bomb 

when its combat death rates exceed a certain upper limit must disarm on the spot if it still has any nuclear 

capabilities when its suicide rates come to exceed the combat ones.

East coast blogger Stefanie Lyndon-Goldwater reports on her investigative blog Patuxent Playerground that 

Hillary Clinton gave the green light for “Operation Fonseca Flooding” on a morning fog summer day at a 

Washington city think tank front end after the rise of the Islamic State inflicted the described changes upon the 

Saudi-Ami relationship. When it became clear that fracking would suffer from the economic round up, it was 

decided that data copied under the claim of anti-terrorism legislation would be diverted to shield both Clinton 

and fracking interests against irregular erosions around the investment dispatcher in the canal zone. Then the 

executive branch, after receiving a video message from the Oval Office, handed the filtered data over to think 

tank operatives that were assigned the task of hoodwinking commercial media.

Lyndon-Goldwater argued that like in the positive analogy between Marx and Lincoln, a staffer was chosen 

who harboured a similar anti-investigative grudge as Clinton as to assure a high degree of motivation. The 

Clinton campaign and operatives of the think tank then signed a memorandum of non-disclosure printed in an 

obsolete Gothic font. The think tank came to choose its targets deliberately in places where the gap between 

journalists becoming deceived by government lies and them seeing through them is larger than elsewhere, 

according to the thieve credo to steal from these who let others get away with it. Hillary is said to be furious 

that her agents did not warn her that they intended a sly punch against Cameron. The rest is widely known.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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One Shine

Number: Eleven

Title: Orlando Omar Aimed to be Gay Leader Without Flag

Date: Monday, Jun 20th 2016

Name: Leonhard Ronkarz

Orlando´s nightclub shooter took upon the gay community because he intended to become a gay leader without 

having to face peer pressure to wear a national flag, and was frustrated by a collective climate of fear poisoned 

by its own flunkeyism and appeasement, relatives say. When he realised that burning a flag at the entrance of 

the club would be a cry for love at deaf ears, he reached for his inheritance. The barrel ran over when he 

learned that some elements within the gay community are complicit in war crimes on the same level as military

chaplains, by means of their contribution to personnel management as so-called equality ombudsmen enabling 

the enactment thereof under the acceptance of a gullible community.

But all that does not explain a gun rampage. It might only explain why a gunman targeting the civilian 

underbelly of a nationalised, if not militarised community meets kids seeking cover under the corpses instead of

adults rising up to let roll. That is a drama within itself, but not one to step upon given the average level of 

heroism in the labour market. If all these gays had realised on the spot that this is their Stonewall moment and 

thrown coins at the gunman like those “fags” did at these cops in that street, the outcome might have been 

different without any drama. Researchers say a look at the military slang of the last century proves that the use 

of the nuclear bomb in Hiroshima and Nagasaki was virtually wrapped in homophobia, not so much as a slur 

against the Japanese tenno, but to keep the soldiers´ mouths´ gagged.

In the meantime, the military went from occupying the gay community to annexing it. This is hard to overlook. 

If the gay community were a pension fund, it would already be bankrupt, and not for a lack of small change but

for big investment into dead ends such as the military-industrial complex or the reactor business. In the 

incident, it showed all the signs of a community decimated by both losses and these aware thereof preemptively

taking a safe political distance. It is a community captive to the totalitarian patriotism of some of its most 

braindead elements.

It is difficult to talk of homophobia when a community with an experience of the majority rule as a 

disadvantage is loathing itself so much that it strives to participate in what it has better reasons to part ways 

with. And it is bordering absurdity, when the representatives of a totalitarian state aiming to penetrate every 

aspect of life complain an openness of society they themselves killed long ago was being attacked in this form. 

Typically results surface when troops that include gays under one flag train others under another one that don´t,

once the latter act alone.

Yet in Unitednations reports, the two problems of discrimination and replication of discrimination exempt 

troops appear not to be linked to each other, leaving unresolved explanations for surging sexualised abuse under

some mandates and as a seemingly permanent element of their aftermath as well. As a result, there is severe 

blowback in the form of resentment against gays emanating from nations that experienced such treatment. At 

some point it may collide with the peer pressure towards the symbols of a morbid regime, and that seems to be 

the case in this instance.
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It is not a coincidence that the blowback hit Unitedstates territory, and not Europe, where homosexuals, in the 

absence of a Bible Belt, seem to be more gay. When Obama received the Darwin Award for the windmill 

subsidies, which he sugar-coated as a private-public partnership to ram them down the taxpayer´s throat, which 

caused the windmill industry to ask for lowering the amount as manufacturers were not willing to pay that 

much money to potential customers of their competitors, the nomination committee stressed that it is not being 

given to the most lethal idea – his wars of aggression – but to the greatest counterproductive idea in the 

pursuit thereof.

This is the country where vivid punks are being deposed to the fish meal factory to be processed into children´s

snacks, but the Americans are not getting awarded for their genocides but for shooting themselves into the foot 

in front of the economy class in their “pursuit of frankenfish.” When its central bank announced to buy 

corporate shares as to nationalise the economy through the back door at the expense of the people these stocks 

plummeted, is it necessary to say more? This is a case of a failed state leaning upon corrupted minorities stuck 

on stupid, and now one of these being taken accountable for its role as well.

But is it not too much of an expectation to assume the gay community as whole might exercise solidarity 

toward each other between its members? That is a matter of subjective stance, but what can be said objectively 

is that if it were a so-called “expat” community it would be a nation with much above average peer pressure. In 

the hemp community, there is no solidarity either, but at least peer pressure is next to zero. Double-blind search

for the symptoms of military dictatorship would be unequivocal.

In such a – in the most negative sense of the word – seductive setting, it is no surprise that there is a 

breeding ground for covert agents. This has historical reasons as well, given that until recently it had been a 

target and was converted into a reservoir thereof without any daylight in between. Arranging a date in a 

nightclub is as easy for secret services as penetrating a room or car exchange, in terms of parachuting an agent 

into the life of a target. At this point there is no reliable evidence as to whether the nightclub visitor who 

became nightclub shooter experienced this particularly bureaucratic form of rape and was retaliating for 

collective passive complicity in it. Yet given his profile as a sceptical immigrant weighing the actual value of 

the ideas he was expected to blend into, it seems unlikely he had never encountered flag-wrapped treason. As 

anti-gay legislation was scrapped, the apparatus having enacted it was not. The secret services are neither secret

nor services but in fact a corporate molestation.

The drama cannot be understood without an understanding of the man´s political agenda. Omar Mateen 

believed a nation was only grown up when top political posts remained vacant – when not a single inhabitant 

thereof is corrupt enough to seriously take that role. The democratic state, he believed, is like a mouse trap – 

and most of the political debate wasted to the marginality whether it was a live or a death trap. When the mouse

trap remains empty, either mice became extinct or they evolved to something smarter, such as they did when 

the meteorite came down on the dinosaurs.

The glamour and revenues of the top executive post were a lure, he believed, and any political debate along the 

line that someone had to fill it up downright ridiculous from an evolutionary viewpoint. The objection that with

the state becoming vacant there would necessarily be militia rule was to him like the idea that without large 

lizards mice would grow to the size of dinosaurs, which is absurd given their systemic inefficiency. But maybe 

the latter having believed just that is part of the explanation for their incapability to cope with the impact.
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Sources familiar with the attacker say, before he reached for the gun he argued being a lame duck Obama ought

to resign on the spot, instead of pretending he was in charge until the end of the term to deceive the loyalists. 

He made a comparison to the negative example of the Catholic Bishop who resigned when it was a sign of 

wavering but then could not resist the temptation of continuing behind the scenes, and damaged an impression 

of steadfastness that had been built up over eight centuries. In that case the damage from the resignation was 

already less than that from the continuing, where resignation is an open option all the time, it is even more so. 

The shooter liked to compare Obama weaselling around the quitting option to the situation of an unnamed state,

whose head was caught red-handed stealing hotel silverware at a state visit to Pakistan, and expressed surprise 

that none of its closest aides found the courage to mention the r-word. According to Omar, Obama actually was

a youth gang pickpocket who stole a suitcase that happened to be full of Democratic party materials and took it 

as a career extension.

Over the time, Omar´s stance had changed from favouring another national flag whatever available over the 

American or Afghan one to a strict abstention from the use of any national flag. As he confronted sexualised 

entrapment by covert agents, he appears likely to have passed over the breaking point of the Autonomy 

Paradox. When covert agents approach a target, but the person fails to break under the pressure, paradoxically 

for the agents it becomes more attractive to try again, as it is being seen as a proof of a target´s strength and an 

increase in value of conquest. This makes the agents´ efforts escalate though it makes no difference that the 

only target they could conquer would be a broken one. Beyond the breaking point, the escalation ceases sooner 

or later as the agents realise more or less quickly that they totally botched their illegitimate intervention.

Omar´s brother, who is married to a woman, told him that once he began opposing against degenerated peer 

pressure, there would be no way back. But he had replied, that for both of them already now there was no way 

back to Afghanistan until the puppet regime was dismantled, and when it came to matters of illegitimate 

regimes there would be a way back when it would be worth it, and the question is only whether it is going to be

worth it in time, but that did not depend upon their own choices. And indeed, even after he came out as an 

Islamic State associate, there was a way back at the conditions he had desired, which is to have it without any 

nationalism mixed in. When he reached for the gun there was no way back from there, but how many 

multipliers of sexual disease are out there whose death count is likewise but invisible? It is not that death was 

an alien in the gay community.

Usually these with the strongest passion to devote themselves to the community either die early or part ways 

with it in order to survive. When an attack like the Orlando one occurs, they are no longer there and that not 

because of fear of an anticipated attack but due to the everyday consequences of the kind of normalcy enshrined

in the collective consensus. 

Besides the unhealthy hegemony of patriotism and integration, there is the ongoing sex strike of its most 

devoted elements against the reach for participation in militarist craziness, as it is being depicted in countless 

works of gay art from classical to avantgardist. If the gay community were a mixed-gender couple of the most 

common type, she would be flat out refusing to take any anti-baby pills as a matter of principle, and only be 

shaking his hand again when he changed to a less degenerate job than is the military and its contractors – and 

he would be raping her nevertheless. If the gay community went to the marriage counsellor, it would be a 

drama long before anyone started shooting – in terms of rounds and bullets rather than bodily fluids or 

cameras.
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And then there is still another conflict of interests. A gay leader – regardless of the flag issue – is a public 

figure. Yet a person who was targeted by secret agents will find themselves by their own moral principles 

barred from any role of public representation until the abuse has been expiated and the justice balance restored. 

This is the same as the other way round with someone bearing guilt. Otherwise a person who was abused by an 

agent could be publicly abused by the same agent again without anyone else noticing, which is an unimaginable

scenario. Until covert agents fall it can take time, all the time it takes to overcome an evil system, which may 

be too much for an individual to compensate. If Omar had dated a butterfly mine on legs and then came out as 

a community celebrity, the snitch might have claimed to be an aide, a distortion of the truth a responsible 

person might be as unwilling to spread as a genital disease, even at the price of appearing to be frigid.

Questioned on his motivations with regard to the issue, Omar would tell the story of the Navy veterans who 

handled the flag aboard a warship guarding the Fukushima reactor meltdowns and were poisoned. Omar 

repeatedly told how he had just visited the couple after it suffered a miscarriage in a home birth after they had 

virtually hammered their flag off the wall, when his own sister mentioned to him that she was pregnant. He 

then passionately cautioned her against the self-fulfilling fear of an early birth, showing her handout pictures of 

charlatan “doctors” preying on instilling such fears being cornered by nursing assistants. When the family met 

to celebrate successful birth, his brother-in-law would have difficulties to convince his friends not to appear in 

uniform. Omar then showed those visitors a web video how a sovereign citizen would deal with a flag, before 

feigning an attempt of a surprise hug, as some gays tend to use it to try to identify each other. He liked to 

describe the national flag as the most dangerous and useless laundry ever forgotten on the line.

Relatives say his credo was, if you do not believe me don´t get to stand at the end of the waiting line, but go 

directly for your own fact check. Omar also turned on other national symbols, and in a video clip discussing Al 

Shabab tactics against the drone war he depicted New York skyline with a statue of Hillary as a little girl 

holding up a blue screen using an image manipulation program. It is self-evident that he was not in favour of 

the confederate flag either, although he lacked the repulsion fans of one flag tend to harbour against another, 

seeing both the patriotic nationalism of the secessionist and that of the continental union as equally offensive. 

In one clip, Omar is using a big eraser to remove national boundaries from a drawing table surrounded by 

puppet politicians. In another one, he appears dressed up as a Guantanamo inmate on a political demonstration 

in Washington. In yet another one, he rolls in a gay pride and an Islamic State flag that had been crossed, as 

smoke from an unknown source outside the frame clears. But the footage was disappeared from the net after the

Pulse incident.

Omar´s choice of target was very likely also influenced by the village purple scam that rocked Orlando´s gay 

community over the course of recent years. In 2013, gay advocate Severin Bauer, who is also a major 

stakeholder in Pulse, bought an abandoned settlement in the Chicago area to turn it into a gay cruising area and 

donate it as an official birthday present to the Unnamed Gay Hero. It included an old wooden church, and 

instead of either making something out of it or having the architecture removed he had it locked and painted 

over all in cyan, betting the entirety of the project on a hot-headed speculation it would be removed as a 

fremdkorper in the next reconstruction cycle without anyone seeing a meaningful choice. He could have 

consulted the man, but he wanted it to be a surprise.
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Surprise, surprise. He got back a Papasian rice farmer hat with the explanation that a hero´s hat was unused 

most of the time, and this thing was too bulky and fragile to carry around unused, but had the great advantage 

that air could move freely between the head and the hat when taken from its nail. The project is far from 

becoming a reality, but many say that the village purple scam was a materialisation of stupidity characteristic of

a certain type of advocates. They would also sell you your land as a bridge, the moon as a planet or India as a 

continent – or as here, botch a present. Opinions vary from calls for immediate renaturation of the compound 

just to bring the scam to an end, to giving proponents an opportunity to convert it into open source, citing the 

example of the Open Office software which had proprietary predecessors.

Omar´s sister said when asked what he would do as a president besides trashing all flags he said he would 

relocate the national capital into the facade thereof created on a military training compound, rename it from the 

current tribute to a sailing vessel general to the ubiquitous name of “Federal Capital” and remove all political 

capital status from human-settled towns occupied by government bodies. When asked why, he would follow up

because it is the only step toward emancipation possible no matter whether military occupation is still present 

or not. When someone inquired to the point of why in a strategic sense beyond anti-occupation tactics, Omar 

said as Clause One of the Constitution he would suggest “All government bodies must bear retronyms” and all 

existing clauses had to move on a seat number in order to insert this one into the front row.

He often complained the American government planned to build several reactors without access to railway 

tracks as to complicate the handling of nuclear waste and thereby make its conversion into dirty anti-tank 

weapons more attractive to a gullible population. His statement on the official phone was censored, as when he 

declared allegiance to the Islamic State, he also filed his preemptive jury vote, saying in case it would be 

confirmed by evidence of data flow that his impression the current Afghan president was aping him was correct

he would plead guilty with respect to an abuse charge. Already now it can be said, in terms of galvanising 

public attention with respect to the torture problem of the “gay occupiers” the attack was so successful that the 

terror regime grabbed for the censorship club from thereon, fulfilling another prophecy of civilised 

barbarianism.

After a trip to Afghanistan with family relatives, Orlando Omar quoted an European poet who had been 

demonised in the Red Scare and then preferred life behind the iron curtain to the golden cage of the West, 

asking what would the modern European scientist do if it found its lifework looted and distorted by organised 

thieves and burglars, like the tribal Shaman of the indigenous people experienced by the European colonialist. 

In an online comment posted during the attack under the name of a local liberal candidate, he wrote that he had 

seen Gewindeberg, as a visitor in the Da Vinci Museum, standing in front of the Master´s fourfold self-portrait, 

which is actually fivefold or more, where he depicts himself with full hair, without beard, without head hair, 

without both and many more varieties in between, as well as all of the above spiralled into one.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Cosmic Night

 CLEAN COAL CLAIMS CHECKLIST
 0.  RELATIVE URGENCY OF CHANGE                    

 1.  CURRENT YEAR             

CALCULATION BASELINE               

CALCULATION TARGET               

 2. PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTED EMISSIONS REDUCTION (INCL.       
LOW-HANGING FRUIT ALREADY PICKED)

 3. PERCENTAGE POINTS ACHIEVED       

REMAINING       

 4. PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTED ENERGY THROUGHPUT REDUCTION       
(INCL. LOW-HANGING FRUIT ALREADY PICKED)

 5. PERCENTAGE POINTS ACHIEVED       

REMAINING       

 6. REACTOR YEARS PROJECTED FOR SUBSTITUTION       

 7. MELTDOWN EXPECTED EVERY        REACTOR YEARS

 8. INCREASE OF MELTDOWN RISK BY SUBSTITUTION       
(IN PERCENTAGE POINTS)

TOTAL PER CAPITA

 9. NUMBER OF CHOCOLATE CAKES             
SPENT FOR LOBBYING

(THEREOF WITH LOW-HANGING             
FRUIT BAKED IN)

10. SCIENTIFIC DEDUCTION OF REDUCTION TARGETS
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